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Abstract
In this research, we develop an intelligent learning scheme for performing human-robot
skills transfer. Techniques adopted in the scheme include the Dynamic Movement Prim-
itive (DMP) method with Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Gaussian Mixture Model (G-
MM) with Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) and the Radical Basis Function Neural
Networks (RBFNNs). A series of experiments are conducted on a Baxter robot, a NAO
robot and a KUKA iiwa robot to verify the effectiveness of the proposed design.
During the design of the intelligent learning scheme, an online tracking system is de-
veloped to control the arm and head movement of the NAO robot using a Kinect sensor.
The NAO robot is a humanoid robot with 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) for each arm. The
joint motions of the operator’s head and arm are captured by a Kinect V2 sensor, and this
information is then transferred into the workspace via the forward and inverse kinematics.
In addition, to improve the tracking performance, a Kalman filter is further employed to
fuse motion signals from the operator sensed by the Kinect V2 sensor and a pair of MYO
armbands, so as to teleoperate the Baxter robot. In this regard, a new strategy is developed
using the vector approach to accomplish a specific motion capture task. For instance,
the arm motion of the operator is captured by a Kinect sensor and programmed through
a processing software. Two MYO armbands with embedded inertial measurement units
are worn by the operator to aid the robots in detecting and replicating the operator’s arm
movements. For this purpose, the armbands help to recognize and calculate the precise
velocity of motion of the operator’s arm. Additionally, a neural network based adaptive
controller is designed and implemented on the Baxter robot to illustrate the validation for
the teleoperation of the Baxter robot.
Subsequently, an enhanced teaching interface has been developed for the robot using
DMP and GMR. Motion signals are collected from a human demonstrator via the Kinect
v2 sensor, and the data is sent to a remote PC for teleoperating the Baxter robot. At this
stage, the DMP is utilized to model and generalize the movements. In order to learn from
multiple demonstrations, DTW is used for the preprocessing of the data recorded on the
robot platform, and GMM is employed for the evaluation of DMP to generate multiple
patterns after the completion of the teaching process. Next, we apply the GMR algorithm
to generate a synthesized trajectory to minimize position errors in the three dimensional
(3D) space. This approach has been tested by performing tasks on a KUKA iiwa and a
Baxter robot, respectively.
Finally, an optimized DMP is added to the teaching interface. A character recombi-
nation technology based on DMP segmentation that uses verbal command has also been
developed and incorporated in a Baxter robot platform. To imitate the recorded motion
signals produced by the demonstrator, the operator trains the Baxter robot by physically
guiding it to complete the given task. This is repeated five times, and the generated train-
ing data set is utilized via the playback system. Subsequently, the DTW is employed to
pre-process the experimental data. For modelling and overall movement control, DMP is
chosen. The GMM is used to generate multiple patterns after implementing the teaching
process. Next, we employ the GMR algorithm to reduce position errors in the 3D space
after a synthesized trajectory has been generated. The Baxter robot, remotely controlled
by the user datagram protocol (UDP) in a PC, records and reproduces every trajectory.
Additionally, Dragon Natural Speaking software is adopted to transcribe the voice data.
This proposed approach has been verified by enabling the Baxter robot to perform a writ-






DOF Degrees of freedom
DTW Dynamic Time Warping
GMM Gaussian Mixture Model
GMR Gaussian Mixture Regression
DMP Dynamic Movement Primitive
NN Neural Networks
UDP User Datagram Protocol
DH Denavit & Hartenberg’s method
KF Kalman Filter method
TbD Teaching by Demonstration
ROS Robot Operation System
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
RBF Radial Basis Function
EM Expectation - Maximization algorithm
BIC Bayesian Information Criterion
PID Proportional Integral Derivative




n Number of joints
τ Torque
d, c Spring and Damping coefficients
x, v Cartesian position and velocity of the end-effector
s Canonical system states
k Number of GMMs
pk, µk,
∑
k Weight, mean and variance of GMM
z Input vector
S (z) Gaussian regressor vector
q, q˙, q¨ ∈ Rn×1 Vector of joint position, angular velocity and
acceleration respectively
a, d, α, θ Variables denoting the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters
iT j ∈ R4×4 Homogenous transform from link i to j
I(q) ∈ R5×5 Inertia matrix
C(q, q˙) ∈ R5×5 Coriolis matrix
G(q) ∈ R5×1 Gravity terms
U(q) ∈ R5×1 Unmodeled elements
K Control gain
s(t), r(t) System noise and measured noise variance intensities
ω(t), v(t) Noise vectors of system and measurement
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1 Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Research Motivations
Rapid development in robot technologies have necessitated the development of the robot’s
locomotive capacities. In the light of the myriad of uses, robots can serve in modern-
ized hospitals, schools, business and other fields, the research regarding human-robot skill
transfer has flourished during the last decades. Currently, robots are already being utilized
with greater efficiency in the industrial field and it has been made possible to transfer hu-
man motor skills to robots after the motion signals of the operator have been captured by
a computer.
Generally, the objective of human-robot skill transfer is to enable robots to manipulate
their movements with better dexterity and versatility as human beings [11]. To this end,
two approaches have been adopted. One is by modelling the human motor control which
can be adapted and implemented on a robot. The other is to facilitate robot learning
through demonstration in which the human operator plays the role of a tutor, and the
robot, a tutee [12]. Development in this field started with the fixed trajectory based skills
transfer from humans to robots. Thereafter, a hybrid mode was developed combining
both position and force, which was further upgraded into an interactive mode by involving
online feedback [9]. A recent progress is the enhanced skill transfer via the use of bio-
signals and physiological signals of the human body. These signals can provide us with a
richer and deeper account of the mechanism for human muscle activities compared with
physical signals [13].
Nowadays, with the advance of technology for human-robot skill transfer, demand for
human operators has increased [14]. Meanwhile, robot’s training processes have also sig-
nificantly reduced. In [15], an approach was developed for transferring skills between
tutor and tutee by capturing the movements of the tutor on a sensory-based computational
model. This information was then used to produce online master commands for devel-
oping the learning process of the less-skilled tutees. In another research [16], a research
group employed a neural network to record human skills on a computer, and then tried
different ways to minimize the time of transferring skills from a human tutor to a tutee.
In recent years, motion capture technology has been developed and utilized in a wide
range of areas, including HRI (human-robot interaction), computer animation and 3D film
production [17]. It serves to accurately record the 3D motion trajectory of each part of a
moving object [18]. Based on this information, accurate modelling of moving objects and
concurrent semantic analyses of the movements can be achieved which is of great help
in technological fields, such as animation [19]. However, motion capture is an extremely
time-consuming process, due to the fact that the captured movement data require a huge
amount of both the pre-processing and manual segmentation of the action sequences and
also requires the accurate identification of semantics for each segment [20]. To overcome
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these limitations, DTW has been proposed and employed to speed up the initial processes,
for instance, in speech recognition, it assists in measuring the similarity between the two-
time series to identify whether the two words represent the same term [21].
Except for the application in a structured environment, such as fixed-point operation
in an industrial environment, research on robots application in the unstructured one has
also gained the increasing attention, such as deep sea resources exploration [22], disaster
site search and rescue operations [23], operation in radiation environment [24] [25]. The
research regarding the autonomous work of robots in the dangerous natural environments
has helped in reducing the risks of human lives for doing dangerous tasks in an unreach-
able environment. To start with, the robots have an obligation to autonomously work in
an unstructured environment. However, traditional research methods are insufficient in
meeting the demands, hence, inspiration has been drawn from the constantly evolving
creatures that thrive in complex environments. By studying their shape, structure, cogni-
tive abilities, motion mechanisms and behavioural adaptations, various bio-inspired ideas
have been proposed for the development of robots. According to the speech of experts de-
livered at the 2004 edition of the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Bionics,
“Bionics that mimic the function and structure of living organisms with biological char-
acteristics will gradually replace industrial operators and become the focus of research in
the field of robotics” [26].
1.2 Research Innovations
With the advancement in artificial intelligence, research and application in robotics have
also seen a great development [14]. At the same time, the research on human-robot skill
transfer has attracted widespread public attention in the past decade. Human-robot skill
transfer methodologies have been widely used in the industrial field [1]. As this tech-
nology helps to directly transfer information on the human motion to the robot, it helps
to effectively replace humans with robots in high-risk operations and also benefits from
work efficiency [27]. At present, regarding technological innovations and the frequent re-
placement of humans by robots in the industrial facilities, human operators are required
to constantly learn new mechanical skills in order to operate the equipment efficiently.
Therefore, the development of scalable intelligent human-robot interaction technology is
innovating the traditional production line that involved repetitive movements, and is thus
of great practical significance to industrial development.
This research focuses on the design of artificial intelligence algorithms which enable
robots to mimic human actions, as well as to facilitate them in adapting and adjusting in
complex environments, i.e. replacing or cooperating with human operators in performing
various tasks. In the traditional manufacturing industry, the production line was lengthy
and repetitive with no chance of skill expansion or skill adjustments [28]. In the latest
research & development tasks, it is often necessary to re-analyse the point-to-point trajec-
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tory so as to allow the machine equipment to re-read the work cycle [29]. The challenge
in this research thinks this process is usually incredibly time-consuming and financially
costing.
Inspired by the above-stated demands and challenges, the following topics are investi-
gated in my research work:
a) Through the designing of the robot learning methodologies by combining the DMP,
GMM, GMR and DTW algorithms, the robot is able to generalize the motion trajectories
spatially/temporally, which greatly reduces the training/teaching time. This will, in turn,
improve working efficiency. For example, when the manufacturing line/type has been
changed, there is no need to re-program and re-teach the robots for the new production
line [30];
b) Designing different teaching methods for different work conditions, such as the pro-
duction of hazardous/toxic items, the real-time remote teleoperation based human-robot
skill transfer can be employed. For productions that required high-precision operations,
such as binding, and cutting, the physical teaching by demonstration method can be ap-
plied [31];
c) The voice interaction has been combined with human-robot skill transfer to achieve
verbal commands control for robots while carrying out specific tasks [32];
d) Applying the KF to reduce the noise of the multiple sensors and NN to overcome the
dynamic uncertainties of the robot learning system during the teleoperation process [33].
1.3 Publications
The research during my PhD study has led to a number of publications as detailed below:
1. Chunxu Li, Chenguang Yang, & Cinzia Giannetti. Segmentation and Generalization
for Writing Skills Transfer from Humans to Robots. Cognitive Computation and Systems,
1(1):20-25, 2019.
2. Chunxu Li, Chenguang Yang, Zhaojie Ju, & Andy SK Annamalai. An enhanced
teaching interface for a robot using DMP and GMR. International journal of intelligent
robotics and applications, 2(1):110-121, 2018.
3. Chunxu Li, Chenguang Yang, Jian Wan, Andy SK Annamalai, & Angelo Cangelosi.
Teleoperation control of baxter robot using kalman filter-based sensor fusion. Systems
Science & Control Engineering, 5(1):156-167, 2017.
4. Chunxu Li, Chenguang Yang, Andy SK Annamalai, Qingsong Xu, & Shaoxiang
Li. Development of Writing Task Recombination Technology Based on DMP Segmen-
tation via Verbal Command for Baxter Robot. Systems Science & Control Engineering,
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is structured in eight chapters. In the introduction (first chapter), the motivation
and innovation of the research have been presented, discussing the differences between the
traditional human-robot skill transfer methods with ours. Chapter 2 presents a detailed de-
scription, review of the academic products of researchers and the general strategies used in
human-robot skill transfer technologies worldwide as well as analysing their novelties and
challenges. In addition, we especially arrange a chapter (Chapter 3) to introduce the de-
vices and basic algorithms. In Chapter 4, we develop an online tracking system to control
the arm and head of the NAO robot using Kinect sensor for the teleoperation (representing
the 6th paper in the publication list above), however, experimental results show large er-
rors using Kinect alone to track the human motion. Therefore, in Chapter 5 we add the KF
technique to fuse the signals from multiple sensors in order to reduce the noise and the NN
learning based control system is also developed to compensate the dynamic uncertainties,
where the fused date are collected from Kinect sensor and a pair of MYO armbands (refer
to my 5th published paper from the list). In Chapter 6, an enhanced teaching interface for
a robot using DMP and GMR has been designed and this proposed approach is tested on
a KUKA iiwa and a Baxter robot by performing two tasks, which are passing through the
obstacle of different heights and curve drawings with generalization, respectively, which
refers to the 2nd publication. Chapter 7 focuses on the development of the verbal com-
mands based writing task recombination technology based on the proposed segmentation
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mechanism. The technology is validated through performing a Chinese character writing
task with the Baxter robot. During the task, different Chinese characters are written by
teaching only one character representing the 4th paper in the publication list above. Chap-
ter 8 summarizes the contribution of our work, and presents some suggestions for future
work.
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2 Chapter Two: Review of the Related Work
2.1 Research Background
In recent years, there has been a rapid advancement in robotics, with its applications grow-
ing extensively in numerous fields: from entertainment to the medical field and many oth-
ers. Development in robotics has greatly facilitated people’s lives and is one of the most
rapidly emerging industries in this day and age. Most countries, especially developed
countries, are paying much attention to the development of robots, such as the National
Robot Program of the United States, the Seventh Framework Program of the European
Union and the National Natural Science Foundation of China’s 863 Program [34]. Along
with its unprecedented growth, research on robotics also faces a number of challenges.
From the beginning of the Industrial 4.0, the role of robots has become increasingly
significant with the advance of science and technology. However, this role remains largely
limited to traditional industrial applications such as pre-set and repeated tasks. At present,
it remains a challenge to create robots that are capable of performing an assortment of tasks
in unknown, complex and dynamic environments. Besides, service-oriented, medical as
well as industrial robots are required to work in complex external environments. Hence,
control of robots in unknown and dynamic environments has been widely studied and a
higher demand for advanced intelligence in robots has been recognized. It is noteworthy
that in the working environment, robots are inevitably affected by unpredictable and un-
certain external disturbances. In this regard, traditional control methods are not sufficient
for qualifying them in terms of intellectuality. Recent research has been actively focused
on the interaction and control between robots and external forces. Interactive control tech-
nology cannot only assure compliance of robot behaviour, but also provide a relatively safe
operating environment for operators, which are impossible to achieve through traditional
methods of robot control. The interaction between robots and complex environments can
lead to potential instability, inaccuracy, mechanical nonlinearity and saturation, thus may
have a negative impact on the overall working system. At present, there are two main
methods of interactive control between robot and environment external forces: hybrid
force/position control and impedance/admittance control [35]. Hybrid force/position con-
trol has the potential of achieving good control performance and anti-disturbance ability.
However, in case of a strong interaction between the robot and the environment, the hy-
brid force/position control method often leads to system instability and security problems
[36]. As compared to hybrid force/position control, impedance/admittance control aims
to establish the correct balance in the relationship between the robot and interactive force
received from the external environment. Through impedance/admittance control method,
robot’s behaviour can be adapted to the environment and the overall stability of the control
system can be ensured [37]. Therefore, further study and development of robot interactive
control technology for dealing with various uncertainties in a real-world situation is neces-
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sary so as to ensure that robots can work in a dynamic and unknown environment. Hence,
the development of robot interactive control technology is of great practical significance.
In most nonlinear physical and mechanical systems, there exist wide-scale model dy-
namic uncertainties. These uncertainties are usually due to changes in the external envi-
ronment, loss of mechanical devices, and model errors, etc. Currently, there is no general
method for the control of nonlinear systems, due to the limitations in existing detection
technology. In this regard, many experts and scholars have conducted the extensive and
in-depth research to explore different control methods. So far, many control methods have
already been applied in practical systems. However, different control methods have their
own unique advantages and disadvantages; hence, research on relevant control theories
and methods for nonlinear systems is still an open problem. At present, a feasible com-
mon approach is employed to combine control methods of various nonlinear systems for
utilizing their advantages and compensating for their shortcomings, which achieves the
desired control performance.
In addition, due to physical constraints, nonlinearities such as saturation, dead zone and
hysteresis are prevalent in physical actuators which greatly limit the actual control effect
and may potentially lead to instability of the system. For instance, saturation is one of the
inevitable problems in most actuators. Therefore, it is of great importance to consider and
solve the saturation nonlinearities in control design. In summary, this research focuses on
transferring human motion skills for designing the smart control of industrial robots. For
this purpose, the research studies interactive control between robots and external forces,
and realizes the adaptability of robots towards external forces with the aim of guaranteeing
control accuracy. Thus, this research not only has abundant value as a formative research
in robotics, but also has a huge number of prospective applications in a variety of fields.
2.2 Development of Industrial Robots
As the highest integrated application of mechatronics technology, industrial robots are a
testament to the great development automation that has achieved in the industrial field. In
order to introduce innovative advancement in the industry, the design and manufacture of
industrial robots have become increasingly important. In robotics, a robust robot control
system is the core of the entire robot system, and plays an important role in improving the
dynamic performance of robots, helping in reducing costs and improving work efficiency
[27]. A new trend is the development of lightweight robots, such as the ABB industrial
robots which have undergone a marked reduction in the load-to-weight ratio by a factor of
three since the 1990s [1]. Lightweight design reduces incurred costs and overall energy
consumption, while also reducing the mechanical stiffness of the system [38]. Howev-
er, such a robot design results in complex vibration modes, which pose a challenge for
robot control. Therefore, it is imperative to establish a dynamic robot model that effi-
ciently incorporates flexible characteristics in robot design to promote the optimization
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and effective control. Generally, industrial robots are highly versatile. Though some robot
applications require a high control performance, most industrial robots normally still have
some versatility in controlling performance requirements.
(d) : GSK arc welding robot (e) : COMAU arc welding robot (f) : SIASUN spot welding robot
Figure 2.1: The mainstream industrial robots worldwide [1]
Followings are some of the main requirements for control performance of industrial
robots [39]:
(1) assuring accuracy in trajectory tracking during continuous motions (such as laser weld-
ing, laser cutting or water flow cutting);
(2) maintaining velocity and accuracy during continuous motions (such as spraying and
gluing);
(3) managing high velocity and acceleration during manipulations (for instance material
handling);
(4) sustaining small overshoot and short settling time during tasks (such as spot welding
and palletizing) [29].
To improve the performance of robots, mainstream robot manufacturers (see Fig.2.1)
have invested significantly in hiring qualified personnel and in control system research. As
a result, numerous control system structures and algorithms have been proposed which ef-
fectively meet the practical engineering requirements. One of these is the method proposed
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by Fanuc Robotics to reduce vibrations in robots [40]. The method designs a position esti-
mation observer, which is later combined with the internal model control (IMC) structure.
In this way, the controller design transforms the original system model into a single output
and dual inertia one. However, this method has its limitations – it is complicated and lack-
s self-adaptivity in terms of generalization. Their invention, the Fanuc controller RJ3iC,
features the enhanced vibration suppression, enabling accurate control. Another investiga-
tion, known as ABB Robotics’ motion control system, uses a model-based control mecha-
nism with continuous and path-tracking accuracy called the TrueMove mode [41]. In this
mode, the velocity and accuracy of the manipulation can be closely monitored, however, it
does not minimize vibration to a great extent. Additionally, Motoman Robotics designs a
high-performance, accurate trajectory-tracking and vibration suppression control method
based on an advanced robot motion control concept. Furthermore, the industrial robot con-
trol system developed by B&R and Beckhoff adopts a model-based control approach and
combines torque feed-forward control method to compensate for the rapid change in non-
linear inertia and joint flexural deformations. Thus, it guarantees stability in controlling
the robot as it moves at a high velocity [42].
2.3 Review of Human-Robot Interaction
According to [43], the human-robot interaction (HRI) is a sub-area of the human-computer
interaction (HCI), which studies the interaction between humans and robots, and focus-
es on developing more intelligent and anthropomorphic robots. HRI is widely used in
research and implementation of robot systems in hazardous zones where human involve-
ment needs to be minimized and remote operation of robots is required. These inventions
can also apply to care for the elderly and the disabled as well as to entertainment purpos-
es [44]. There are various methods of human-robot interaction, amongst which, two are
considered the main methods of — physical interaction and teleoperation interaction.
The physical human-robot interaction (pHRI) studies the design, control, and plan-
ning involved in the close physical interaction between humans and robots in a shared
workspace. Previous research in pHRI leads to the development of a safe and responsive
control method to coordinate and control the physical reactions that occur when a robot
performs a task. Based on the research of Hogan et. al., impedance control is one of the
most widely used methods for commanding a robot tracking a given orbit when there is a
human partner in the workspace [45]. In this control method, the novelty is that the robot
can act like a spring: it allows to be propelled by people and bounces back to its original
position when not in use; the disadvantages are the control precision and non-adaptive
speed, which limits its applications.
For specialised tasks, such as medical operations, the safest method for human-robot
interaction is teleoperation [46]. In this method, the user interfaces with the robot through
a haptic signal for coordinated feedback. The research [47] carries out experiments to
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characterize this problem, and derives several methods to provide haptic feedback in order
to improve a surgeon’s performance. However, they do not take the enough required
control room for the surgeon into consideration. As we all know, the surgeon’s activities
have high requirements for cleaning, and thus the remote control is a better choice. In
[48], a research team introduces a visual impedance scheme for vision-based control of
the robot so as to realize task-level dynamical control. In the control scheme, the image
features are applied to the impedance equation so that integration of a visual servo and a
conventional servo system could be accomplished. However, this research is also limited
in the aspects of the self-adaptive decision.
In the research and application of robot technology, western countries gained a head-
start before the eastern ones. Robot teaching and learning devices play an important part
of the industrial robot control system and have thus been heavily investigated through-
out the development of robot technology. To pursue development in robot application,
numerous robot teaching devices have been developed by a number of industrial robot
manufacturers and teams through independent scientific research. So far, industrial robot
manufacturers and various scientific research institutions have developed a series of stan-
dards that can help promote the wide-scale application of robot technology in industrial
production. Teaching devices design varies with different underlying concepts. Neverthe-
less, interface designs can be categorized into two categories: touch screen operation and
keyboard operation [49].
(a) Human-robot interaction interface represented by keyboard operation
A FlexPendant consists of a display screen and the physical control buttons. The dis-
play screen is adopted to display information about robot’s motion, and some may equip
with touch screen functions for simple utilities. The robot motion function informs the
work status of the robot. Physical control buttons provided under the display screen allow
functional control of robot’s motion. It benefits from efficiently maneuvering a robot’s
movements in a fast-paced industrial work environment wherein a skilled operator can
quickly control an industrial robot work’s file with the press of a key or a combination of
keys [50].
An example of robot FlexPendant utilizing keyboard operation on the Kawasaki robot
is shown in Fig.2.2. Buttons for controlling physical motions of the robots are provided
alongside an operation manual. The information about task parameters and robot’s state
is displayed on the screen above the FlexPendant. The FlexPendant operates faster at
processing information than the touch-screen, as it can collect messages faster through the
use of physical buttons. However, too many physical buttons increase robot FlexPendant
size thereby causing inconvenience for users [51].
(b) Human-robot interaction interface represented by touch screen operation
In this type of FlexPendant, the operator does not have a great variety in physical buttons
for operation, in fact, sometimes there are not any physical buttons at all. Hence, FlexPen-
dants are relatively small, and are thus convenient for personnel operation and simplified
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Figure 2.2: The FlexPendant of the Kawasaki robot [2]
for operator tasks. However, as functions are mainly implemented by using a software
program, control performance is somehow affected.
An example of touch-screen operation is the FlexPendant designed by KUKA Robotics
as shown in Fig.2.3. In the corresponding human-robot interaction interface, various func-
tions for controlling robot motion are provided, including monitoring various information
states, creating robot motion work files, and reproducing the robot teaching function. In
addition, the KUKA robot’s control system has an automatic operation mode which en-
sures that the robot continues to operate even without an external higher-level controller
[52]. In this thesis, the HRI interface is chosen as the latter in a KUKA iiwa robot platform
because of its convenience and simple, easy-to-understand control system of the FlexPen-
dant.
Figure 2.3: The FlexPendant of the KUKA robot
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2.4 Review of Machine Learning in Robotics
With the development of science and technology, the demand for higher robotic intelli-
gence and the minimization of dependent on human labour is increasing. Additionally,
with the advancement in artificial intelligence, it has become possible to improve robots’
intelligence to a level that it can accomplish some tasks independently in a specific scenari-
o. A growing body of research is focused on exploring the interrelationship between the
robots and the artificial intelligence [53] [54] [55]. It has come to be known that artificial
intelligence consists of a series of machine learning algorithms [56]. Machine learning
algorithms are divided into the following categories: supervised learning, unsupervised
learning, semi-supervised learning and reinforcement learning, each of which contains
many more specific algorithms [57] [58]. The RBF neural network algorithm used in this
research is one of the representative algorithms of supervised learning. Although machine
learning has helped to achieve excellent results in image detection and recognition, speech
recognition, games and many other applications, the research is ongoing for combining it
with robot control to improve the intelligent behaviour of robots.
At present, the supervised learning algorithm and reinforcement learning algorithm are
used in robotics. In 2016, the University of Berkeley trains robots with convolutional neu-
ral networks, which enables robots to complete tasks such as screwing bottle caps [59].
Giusti et al. of Zurich University mount a monocular camera on the Unmanned Aeri-
al Vehicle (UAV), and realize the real-time planning and control of UAV motion on real
forest roads by using deep neural networks [60]. In the same year, Deep Mind collects
a large amount of data on 14 robot arms and trained these to grab objects by means of
enhanced learning [61]. After nearly 3,000 hours of training and more than 800,000 grab-
bing attempts, the level of intelligence of robot arms for grabbing random objects have
been evidently improved. In addition, Deep Mind and Google have worked on training
robots to open doors by using deep reinforcement learning [53]. In 2016, Mark Pfeiffer et
al. propose an end-to-end learning algorithm based on a convolution neural network for
ground mobile robots [54]. Using 2D laser sensor to sense information about the surround-
ing environment and by using data-driven methods, the path planning of indoor robots is
realized, where the planned path is compared with the one planned by the ROS on the
actual robot.
In [62], an approach to overcome the shortcomings of Wiener filtering is proposed
called the KF, and it is used to estimate past, current, and future state signals regardless
of the knowledge about the exact nature of the model. Filtering is a signal processing and
transformation technique. There are dynamic uncertainties in a robot’s functioning which
have consequences in its teaching and learning experience. These uncertainties can be
controlled with the development of controls using Fuzzy Logic or Radial Basis Function
(RBF) Networks.
RBF is a three-layer forward network with a single hidden layer [63]. Its first layer is
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an input layer and consists of signal source nodes, and its second layer is a hidden layer.
The total number of hidden layer nodes depends on the complexity and requirements of
the problem described. The transformation function of the neurons in the hidden layer, for
example the radial basis function, is a non-negative linear function that is radially symmet-
ric and attenuated to the center point [63]. It is a local-response function, and the specific
local-response is reflected in the transformation of its visible layer to the hidden layer,
a phenomenon which differs it from other networks. The third layer is the output layer
which responds to the input mode, and therein the input layer only acts as a transmission
signal [64]. Previous forward network transformation functions are used for a global re-
sponse. Functionally, the input layer and the hidden layer can be connected with a weight
factor of 1. The output layer and the hidden layer perform different tasks, hence learning
strategies used for them will also be different [65]. The output layer adjusts to the linear
weight using a linear optimization strategy, so the learning speed becomes faster. How-
ever, the hidden layer adjusts parameters of the activation function (Green’s function and
Gaussian function, more commonly the latter) through nonlinear optimization strategies
which make the learning process slower [66].
According to [67], research about the mutual relationship of machine learning and
robot control is ongoing. Through the above examples of supervised learning, enhanced
learning and enhanced control, it is clear that extensive research is still required to create
autonomous and truly intelligent robots. Despite its progress in image and voice recogni-
tion, combining machine learning with control technology still remains challenges. This
thesis summarizes three reasons for combining machine learning with control technology:
a) Machine learning that solves traditional problems is “independent”, implying that all
inputs are assumed to be independent and identically distributed by default. Taking image
classification as an example, different individual images do not affect the output of each
other. However, for robot control, specific time-sequence and correlation between front
and back behaviour of the robot are required.
b) Most of the problems that have been solved before machine learning are “no sub-
ject”. “No subject” means that in the process of the machine learning algorithm, the only
input image and output results are needed. However, for effective control of the robot,
information about the state of the robot also needs to be considered apart from the input
of environmental information.
c) Most of the problems solved in machine learning are “static”, while robot control is a
dynamic process as robot’s behaviour and environment constantly interact with each other.
Information comes from the environment may affect the decision-making of the robot.
After the robot executes its decision, the observed environment also changes. Hence, a
robot’s environment and its state are always in a dynamic state of change.
Based on the requirement of human-robot skill transfer in terms of intelligence and
autonomy, this thesis studies the key issues involved the process of controlling robot be-
haviour (such as remote teleoperation, target/position detection, decisive motion planning
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and human-action imitation), and the design and implementation of an advanced robot
control system based on machine learning techniques. In this process, we have changed
“independence” into the “association”, “no subject” into “with subject” and “static” into
“dynamic” to implement an optimum combination of machine learning with robot control.
Therefore, the intellectualization is actualized, and the combination of machine learning
with robot control is validated.
2.5 Robot Controller Design
In robotics, control methods are derived to control both the position and the velocity of the
joint motor. There are two main categories in the robot control broadly: kinematic control
and dynamic control. In the kinematic control, the control input is often the data related to
the joint positions or velocities, while in the most cases of dynamic control methods, the
input data are relevant to the joint torque [68].
2.5.1 Robot Modelling
Establishing a dynamic robot model is the foundation of robotics and controller design
research. Currently, researchers endeavour to improve the dynamic performance of robots
while reducing incurred cost alongside achieving high speed and minimizing the heavy
load. As robots’ load-to-weight ratio decreases, robots become more flexible in design.
With the enhanced flexibility, a dynamic model which accurately describes the character-
istics of a robot is built, and the feed-forward torque is calculated based on the dynamic
model, which improves the response speed of a robot.
The accurate dynamic robot has wide application in a number of fields – manipulator
motion simulation, motion control system design, mechanical design analysis, etc. Some
control schemes, such as predictive control [69], sliding mode control [70] and computed
torque control [71], require an accurate model of robot dynamics. The robot dynamics
models are commonly presented as:
M(q)q¨ +C(q, q˙)q˙ +G(q) + τext = τ (1)
where q denotes the vector of joint angles, M(q) ∈ Rn×n represents the definite inertia
matrix, and n denotes the degree of freedom (DoF); C(q, q˙)q˙ ∈ Rn denotes the Coriolis
and Centrifugal torques. Moreover, G(q) ∈ Rn represents torques due to the gravitational
force, τ ∈ Rn is the control input vector and τext is the external disturbance. Here, we define
the kinetic energy of the robot as: M(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙)q˙, and the potential energy in terms of
gravity as G(q). This calculation can be used to further calculate forward dynamics for the
simulation to measure manipulator motion based on the applied control input, or inverse
dynamics for control of robots by obtaining torque for a given set of joints.
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Based on a robot’s specific geometry and inertia parameters, there are two commonly
used methods for developing the dynamics as given in (1): the Lagrangian-Eulerian (L-
E) formula and the Recursive Newton-Eulerian (RN-E) method [72]. Both types of the
research detail methods to describe the dynamic execution of robot motion.
The L-E method is based on a simple, systematic approach to obtaining values of the
kinetic and potential energy of a rigid body system. In this regard, Bajeczy’s work illus-
trates dynamic equations of motion for a robot. This robot is highly nonlinear, consisting
of terms for inertia and gravity, and depending on physical parameters and configuration
of the relationship among position, angular velocity and acceleration [73, 74]. According
to [75], the L-E method provides a closed form of robot dynamics, and is therefore suit-
able for analytical calculations. It can also be used to design joint space (or task space, if
the robot Jacobian matrix from the base to the end-effector is available).
Additionally, the L-E equation can be used for calculating forward and inverse dynam-
ics, however this involves calculating a wide variety of coefficients for M(q) and C(q, q˙)
as outlined in the equation (1), which proves to be time-consuming. Hence, this technique
is relatively unsuitable for computing on-line dynamic calculations, since alternative s-
trategies, especially when the RN-E or Lee’s Generalised d’Alembert Equations (GAE)
calculate with fewer derivations and with higher speed [76]. In the research [77], an algo-
rithmic for L-E technique is developed which greatly reduces the computational burden of
the L-E formulation and aligns it with RN-E strategies.
The N-E formula is based on balancing out forces acting on the general link of a
robot. This involves a series of equations with recursive solutions [78]. The forward
recursion propagates link speed and acceleration, and then it recursively propagates forces
and torque along the chain of robots. This method is more efficient than L-E since it uti-
lizes a serial chain as a manipulator; when a force is applied to a link, it can also produce
motion in the connected link. Considering the considerable computational duplications,
the algorithm is expressed in a recursive form [79]. The reduction in computational load
greatly reduces overall computation time, allowing real-time forward and reverse dynamic
calculations, which assists in implementing real-time torque control methods.
2.5.2 Kinematic Control
Kinematics control is responsible for solving the inverse kinematics, i.e. generating the
joint position or velocity trajectory when the task trajectory in the Cartesian space and the
initial posture of the robot are given. One fundamental example of kinematics control is
the proportional integral derivative (PID) control; the principle of PID control is illustrated
in Fig.2.4. The input r(t) and output c(t) of the system denote the velocity of the system,
respectively. The velocity response of the system can be adjusted via KP. Moreover, the
position response can be manipulated by tuning KI , and the acceleration can be adjusted
by tuning KD.
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Figure 2.4: Flowchart of the PID control architecture [3]
In [80], the authors propose a fuzzy partition controller mechanism based on error par-
titioning method. This method combines fuzzy control technology with error partitioning
PID controller. In this research, the design of the controller and improvement of system
control performance is explained. Finally, the experiment proved that the proposed method
can greatly improve the overall performance of the control system. In another study [81],
the authors design a nonlinear PD controller for a manipulator with six degrees of free-
dom and four-bar linkage trajectory tracking system to overcome a number of issues. For
online trajectory planning and kinematics control of modular three-legged parallel robots,
[82] designs an inverse kinematics method for directly solving the issue of joint angular
displacement based on local exponential product formula. Moreover, according to [83],
the author designs a PD controller plus gravity compensation control law for a four-bar
linkage mechanism and achieved good control performance on the experimental platform.
Unfortunately, all of the above-mentioned designs have limitations in terms of variability
and dexterity.
The study [84] improves upon the design of the one [81] by developing a nonlinear PID
controller. Through comparison, it is inferred that the designed controller performance that
they achieved is better than PD. Based on the kinematics model of a six-degree-freedom
parallel robot [85], a nonlinear PID controller has been designed to overcome problems
of system interference and noise measurement. Experimental results demonstrate that the
controller is easy to implement and has good control performance. In the research [3],
the trajectory tracking control is studied based on the kinematics model of the robot. The
trajectory tracking control of the mobile robot is divided into two categories – trajectory
tracking controller (based on back-stepping and time-varying state feedback) and robot
velocity PID controller. In another study [86], back-stepping method is used to construct
a mobile robot trajectory tracking controller, which during the design disintegrates mo-
bile robot system into low-order subsystems. To this end, intermediate virtual control
and partial Lyapunov function are used to simplify controller design such that accurate
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characteristics for tracking error convergence are obtained.
A robot trajectory tracking control system based on kinematics mode offers a number of
advantages including simple structure, less computational burden, and ease of implemen-
tation. However, the ignorance of the dynamic characteristics limits the high performance
of the mobile robot, since actual control designs of robotics need to coordinate all joints
for optimal efficacy.
2.5.3 Dynamic Control
A dynamic controller solves the inverse dynamics problem and calculates the torque re-
quired by each joint of the robot. This is executed after the kinematic model has planned
out the desired trajectory for each joint to drive joint motion. In the study [87], the coeffi-
cient matrix of the Stewart platform dynamic equation is assumed to be a constant, and a
PID inverse dynamics controller is designed. In the process, the error is approximated as
interference, and a compensation controller is developed. The experimental results show
a better performance of the designed controller than that obtained by using an uncompen-
sated PID inverse dynamics controller, and it is able to obtain the faster reference signals.
In another study [88], kinematic controller and dynamic PD controller are designed for
redundantly driven parallel robots. Subsequently, a comparison of control performance
comparison is conducted on the experimental platform for both controllers, which shows
a better performance of the dynamic controller. On the basis of the study [88], a research
team design a PD controller, an augmented PD controller and torque controller based on
the dynamic learning model. They then compare the performance of the three controllers
[89].
In addition, computed torque control, is also a commonly used control scheme for
robot manipulator, where the nonlinear terms of the dynamics model are compensated
directly. This information is sent to a robot which provides feedback regarding position
and velocity which are used for control. Command torque τ is calculated using the above
equation (1). Fig.2.5 is an illustration of the diagram of computed torque control, where s,
v, a denote the position, velocity and acceleration of the reference trajectory, respectively,
and q, q˙ represent the position and velocity feedback of the robot. The gains Kp and Kv
can be modified to alter the stiffness and damping of the system.
According to the research [4], a computational torque controller based on neural net-
work optimization is designed for achieving high-speed motion on 2-DOFs parallel ma-
nipulators. In another study [90], the authors propose a modeling method of differential
geometry for a multi-joint robot with a position/force hybrid control algorithm, and the ex-
periments are carried out on a series of multi-joint robot prototypes with different degrees
of freedom. Moreover, in [91], a dynamic analysis method based on linear projection map-
ping is established and there are some controllers that consider performance indicators for
robot motion control. This strategy solves the point-to-point motion control problem of
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Figure 2.5: Flowchart of the computed torque control architecture [4]
parallel robots, and also proves that the control method can effectively improve system
performance. The advantage of dynamic control is its capacity to consider external force
interference such as uncertainty of kinetic parameters and friction. Furthermore, the study
[92] develops a robust nonlinear controller for Stewart platform motion control, introduc-
ing Friedland-Park friction mechanism, estimating frictional force to improve the system’s
robustness.
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3 Chapter Three: Preliminary
3.1 NAO Robot
In this research, we chose the NAO robot, a 5 DOF humanoid robot produced by Aldebaran-
Robotics in France (see Fig.3.1) [93]. It supports multiple sensors and controllers, includ-
ing head and jaw cameras, chest sonar sensors, movement motors on neck, hands and feet,
three colour LEDs (red, green and blue) on the eyes, and head and feet tactile sensors [94].
The robot has a body mass index (BMI) of about 13.5 kg/m2, relatively light as compared
to other robots of the same height [94]. According to the research [95], the NAO robot
has 25 degrees of freedom (DOF) in total, wherein its 11 joints are found in the legs and
pelvis and the rest are located in the trunk region, arms and head. In addition, each arm
consists of a 2 DOF shoulder, a 2 DOF elbow, 1 DOF wrist and 1 DOF hand-gripper. The
head is also able to rotate on both yaw and pitch axes [95].
Figure 3.1: Illustration of NAO Robot and coordinate system
3.2 Baxter Robot
The Baxter robot was developed by Rethink Robotics in the United States. It is an inno-
vative, intelligent and collaborative robot (Fig.3.2). It is an ideal alternative to manpower
outsourcing and fixed work automation [96]. With its unique features and benefits, the
Baxter robot enables manufacturers to create cost-effective solutions for handling small
batches and a variety of producing tasks as well as minimizing the requirement of tech-
nical staff. There are many leading industrial companies that have gained a significant
competitive advantage by incorporating the use of the Baxter robot [97].
The Baxter robot comprises of the following parts: one torso, one 2-DOF head and
two 7-DOF arms, which are shoulder joint: s0, s1, elbow joint: e0, e1 and wrist joint:
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w0, w1, w2, respectively [98]. It also consists of coordinated cameras, torque sensors,
encoders, and sonar. Researchers can directly program the Baxter robot using open-source
such as a standard ROS interface. Seven Serial Elastic Actuators (SEAs) drive the joints
in the Baxter robot arm which effectively regularizes the robot’s movements and helps
it to overcome the effect produced by surrounding obstacles [98]. Commonly, people
teleoperate and program the Baxter robot using ROS (Robot Operating System) through
the Baxter SDK running on Ubuntu Operation System. The ROS is an open-source system
and comprises of libraries, module devices and correspondence [99]. The use of this
system improves the task in terms of displaying and programming of the robot on various
types of automated platforms [99].
Figure 3.2: Image of the Baxter robot
3.3 KUKA LBR iiwa robot
KUKA LBR iiwa robot (a robot with human-robot collaboration capabilities) is the first
commercial robot that is approved for human-robot collaboration (HRC). The KUKA L-
BR iiwa robot aids human-robot collaboration for the completion of highly sensitive and
precise tasks [100]. To ensure high control accuracy, the robot has an advanced design of
7 degrees of freedom (DOFs) robot arm [100]. The arms are programmed via Workbench,
which is a standard KUKA modifying platform employing KUKA robot language (KRL)
and Java [100]. The KUKA LBR is controlled by the KUKA SmartPad (Fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Image of KUKA LBR robot
3.4 Kinect v2
The Kinect v2, produced by Microsoft, is an RGB-D device, and it can be used to capture
depth, colour, and IR images (as well as sound) using the Kinect 2.0 SDK (Software De-
velopment Kit) [101]. The depth, IR and colour image resolutions are significantly better
than the ones obtained using the first generation Kinect v1. Using the SDK, the obtained
information about colour and depth can be consolidated (transformed) into real-world co-
ordinates, which are called camera space. These co-ordinates are directed towards the
centre of the depth sensor [102]. Skeletal tracking can also be achieved with the use of the
Kinect 2.0 SDK and this function has been used in this project. Consequently, this tech-
nique is used to track the position of an operator in front of a Kinect device. When a point
is selected by the operator on the Kinect colour image, its depth information is acquired
in the Kinect depth image. In the frame that is constructed, both the colour image, and
depth image are put into the same frame, and its origin is located at the centre of the depth
camera. In this regard, the coordination system of the camera space follows a right-hand
convention (see Fig.3.4).
3.5 MYO Armband
The MYO armband (shown in Fig. 3.5) is a wearable device produced by Thalmic Labs.
With the MYO armband, an operator is able to communicate with the system via Blue-
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the origin of the Kinect v2’s camera space. It is the same as its depth sensor origin which is a
modified form of [5]
tooth. In addition, it has 8 built-in EMG sensors and one IMU sensor with 9 axes. These
assure that the hand posture and arm motion can be efficiently detected when people move
their arm muscles as the EMG sensors can distinguish the difference in hand gestures.
Since every user has distinctive muscle size, skin type and other key differences, the sen-
sors create a catalogue of information via electrical driving forces. For this purpose, a
calibrating process is essential for MYO armbands to identify the wearer’s motions and
gestures.
Figure 3.5: Image of MYO Armband
3.6 Dragon NaturallySpeaking
Dragon NaturallySpeaking is a speech recognition software created by Dragon Systems,
a company located in Newton, Massachusetts [103]. Dragon NaturallySpeaking helps
operators in creating documents, reports, emails, and fill-in forms as well as workflow
sheets through verbal commands [103]. The words appear as text in Microsoft Office
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Suite, Corel WordPerfect, and all Windows-based applications as they are spoken to the
computer. Moreover, operators are able to create voice commands to run applications on
the computer in a multiple-step process for convenience.
3.7 Dynamic Movement Primitive
The biomimetic robot expert Ijspeert proposed a nonlinear dynamic system control method
in [104]. This method uses a series of linear differentiated equations to model the overall
motion of the robot into a nonlinear dynamic attractor model by adding an automatic
learning term. This method can model discrete motions (such as writing tasks) as well as
rhythmic movement such as drumming [104]. DMP utilizes a comprehensive and dynamic
system to express the diagram of motion trajectories. The DMP model is stated as follows
[105]:
τsv˙ = d(g − x) − cv + (g − x0) ftarget (2)
τs x˙ = v (3)
where x ∈ R is the Cartesian position, x0 is the initial position, v ∈ R is the velocity of the
robot end-effector, τs is the scale factor which affects the speed of the generated motion,
g donates the target position, ftarget is a forcing term, which is a nonlinear function, d and
c are the coefficients for spring and damping, respectively. Additionally, x, v, v˙ represent
the position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively.
DMP has been developed through investigations and studies that helped in learning
about primitive movements to generate a sophisticated model. The concept of DMP can
be divided into two categories: the states that use unique formulations based on dynamical
structures; and generated trajectories that are constructed via interpolating of factors [106].
DMP consists of 2 components – a converted system, r, and a canonical system, h. The
formula for it is given as follows:
s˙ = h(s) (4)
x˙ = r(x, s,w) (5)
where x is the transformed system states, s is the canonical system states and w is the
transforming parameters of the canonical system output.
3.8 Gaussian Mixture Model
The GMM actualizes the estimation of the probability density distribution in samples. The
estimated model is the weighted sum of finite Gaussian models [107], in which each Gaus-
sian model represents a class. The data in the sample are clustered into several Gaussian
models and the probability of each model is then obtained [107]. Subsequently, the largest
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probability is selected by the GMM based on the results. The significance of GMM is
constructing a series of GMMs to denote joint-density, and then obtaining the probability
density and regression function from each GMM.




pkp(xexp | k) (6)
where k denotes the number of the model, pk represents the weight of the kth Gaussian,
and it is also the kth Gaussian probability density function, p(xexp | k) is the conditional
probability distribution, which includes parameters such as the average value of GMM µk
and the variance
∑
k. To estimate the probability density, pk, µk and
∑
k variables should
be available. When the values in the expression are learned, the result of the summation is
the probability of the sample xexp belonging to each model.
3.9 Dynamic Time Warping
The DTW is a typical optimization method used to denote the time difference between the
test time series and the reference one utilizing the time regular function W(n). It solves
the regular function corresponding to the minimum distance of the two templates [6]. This
algorithm is based on dynamic programming (DP), and it effectively matches the time
series with different lengths [21]. It follows a classic algorithm for speech recognition.
The DTW calculates the similarity between two time series by extending and shortening
Figure 3.6: Warping example between two time series, modified from [6]
them. As shown in Fig.3.6, the upper and lower solid lines represent two time series,
and the dashed lines located between the time series represent similar points. The DTW
uses the sum of the distances between all similar points, termed the warp path distance, to
measure the similarity between the two time series.
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3.10 Kalman Filter
The KF method is used to optimally fuse the real-time, dynamic and low-level extra sen-
sor data. It evaluates the statistical significance for the optimal fusion of data combination
by using statistical characteristics of the measurement model. If the system has a linear
dynamic model, the system noise and sensor noise can be represented using white noise
models that obey the Gaussian distribution. In this regard, KF would provide the unique
statistically optimal estimate for the fusion data. The recursive KF reduces the computa-
tional burden, and it is divided into two types – continuous-time KF and discrete KF.
The actual physical system is usually continuous, as a consequence, the description
of discrete systems often cannot completely replace the continuous-time system. The
temporal mathematical model of the system is produced below [108]:
x˙(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) +G(t)ω(t)
y(t) = H(t)x(t) + v(t)
(7)
where x and u are n-dimensional state variables; y is m-dimension measurement vector; A
is n × n-dimensional system matrix; G and B are n × r-dimensional system matrix; H is
m × n-dimensional measurement matrix; ω is the zero-mean white noise vector of the r-
dimensional continuous system; v is an m dimensional vector denoting the potential white
noise among the measured data.
The continuous-time KF status equation, based on [109] is stated as follows,
˙ˆx(t) = A(t)xˆ(t) + B(t)u(t) + K(t)
[
y(t) − H(t)xˆ]
K(t) = P(t)HT (T )r−1(t)
P˙(t) = P(t)HT (t) + A(t)P(t) − P(t)Ht(t)r−1H(t)P(t) +G(t)s(t)GT (t)
(8)
where K represents the filter gain matrix, xˆ is the estimated value of x, and P is the es-
timated covariance matrix. continuous-time KF is obtained from the measured values of
the continuous-time process, and this method is used to estimate the time continuous-time
value of the system state variable, which solves the differential equation of the matrix.
Moreover, the continuous-time KF does not require complex recursive calculations. The
working principle of KF is illustrated in Fig. 3.7.
3.11 RBF Neural Networks
In adaptive control, a neural network is a commonly used as function approximation tool.
The unknown function term in the control system is estimated by the neural network. A
neural network can be grouped into linear parameterization and nonlinear parameteriza-
tion, corresponding to RBFNNs and multi-layer neural network (MNNs). RBF neural
network consists of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The input layer to
the hidden layer is a nonlinear transformation, and the output layer is a linear combination
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Figure 3.7: Working principle of continuous-time KF
of the output of the hidden layer. RBFNN is not only simple in structure and fast in learn-
ing, but also avoids the problems of many nerve layers. As a result, the RBFNN meets the
real-time requirements of the control system. Therefore, in this thesis, the RBFNN is used
to approximate the unknown terms of the control system.
A continuous function can be approximated using linear parameter RBFNNs, such as
F(z) : Rm → R, over a minimized set Ωz ⊂ Rm. This can be formulated as, shown below
in [110]:
F(z) = W∗TS (z) + z ∀z ∈ Ωz (9)
where W∗ = [w∗1,w
∗
2, · · · ,w∗l ]T ∈ Rl is the weight vector, z ∈ Ωz is the input vector with
Ωz ⊂ Rm being a minimal set, l is the NN node number, and z is the estimation error.
S (z) = [S 1(‖z−µ1‖), · · · , S l(‖z−µl‖)]T , is the regressor vector, with a radial basis function
S i(·), and µi (i = 1, · · · , l) a central inside S i(·). The Gaussian functions are presented as
follows:
S i(‖z − µi‖) = exp




where ς is the variance and µi = [µi1, µi2, · · · , µim]T ∈ Rm represents the center of each
receptive area. In case that if there is a large number of neurons, based on [110], the radial
basis function (10) can approximate any continuous function with arbitrary precision. The
evaluated weight Wˆ utilized to calculate F(z) = WˆS (z), where Wˆ is the estimated neural
weight, will be detailed determined in the later Chapter.
3.12 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the relevant preparatory knowledge of mathematical theory is introduced
in detail which lays down a foundation for the following chapters. At the same time, this
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thesis introduces the RBFNN, which is used to approximate the uncertain dynamics of the
control system. To minimize the undesired effect of sensor noise, we introduce signals
fusion from multi-sensors based on KF algorithm. The external devices or sensors and
experimental platforms used in this thesis are described in detail.
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4 Chapter Four: Development of Kinect based Teleoperation of the
NAO Robot
4.1 Introduction
Robotic technologies that deals with the teleoperation capabilities of robots are designed to
perform specified tasks. Research on motion capture, human-based tracking systems etc.
has attracted great attention in the last decade [14]. In research [15], the author developed
a platform of multiple RGBD cameras for the Bayesian object tracking system using a
Microsoft Kinect sensor. The kinematic validity of a Kinect-based skeletal tracking system
is guaranteed with an upper limb virtual reality rehabilitation system in [19]. In another
research [18], a model for tracking fingertips and the centre of the palm is developed based
on the Kinect sensor. However, it is also imperative to focus on the research that explores
head motion.
Head-tracking technology has a wide range of application, especially in face recogni-
tion and authentication, security, surveillance and human-robot interaction. However, it
faces challenges such as the low resolution of the human face in videos, changes in illu-
mination and motion blur, amongst other factors [111]. According to [112], a multilayer
neural network controller for limb following is developed to overcome those challenges.
In [113], a research team establishes a model based on their study results for analysing
human motion in order to create a robot arm that mimics the movements of a human arm.
The Kinect sensor, with its in-depth information, has an increasing number of appli-
cations in special areas like gaming, entertainment, health and fitness. In early 2014, Mi-
crosoft developed a new generation of sensors: Kinect v2. This new advancement comes
with a Kinect development kit SDK, which helps Kinect v2 to collect accurate color im-
age information with depth, and thus became a more viable option for the head-following
project [20]. Robot visual based detection and tracking systems have been successfully ap-
plied in many fields, such as manufacturing industry, military and medical areas. However,
because of the complexity of vision, the extraction of visual information needs complex
algorithms to support, and the processing process of these image algorithms usually is
time-consuming, which makes the real-time performance of the system difficult to meet
the satisfaction.
NAO robots are employed in diverse fields such as computer science, mathematics,
physics and artificial intelligence [114]. It has also been found useful in schools due to the
ease of use [115]. With the popularity of its utilization in the education sector, NAO robot
is programmed for various practical applications, for example, one Swedish university
introduces voice recognition and visual feedback for students by establishing a laboratory
of NAO robots [116]. Commercially, NAO robots have been used in large production
launches to assure the tech-compliance. This section includes a discussion of the Kinect
v2 camera and NAO robot. Fig.4.1 shows the control block of the system which has been
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implemented to verify the effectiveness of our approach.
Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the complete experimental process
4.2 Calibration
Before performing the tracking task, the transformation between the NAO robot’s coordi-














T are the coordinates under both the robot and Kinect systems.
We can identify the transformation matrix T by calculating four points under both the
robot and Kinect coordinates systems. Based on the assumption that there are four points
– p1, p2, p3 and p4, and that these coordinates lie in the robot coordinate system and
the Kinect coordinate system, respectively. Fig.4.2 shows one of the four points in the
relationship between the NAO robot and the Kinect’s coordinate system. (12) illustrates
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the relationship between NAO Robot and Kinect coordinate system
In this research, four points were chosen as shown in Fig.4.3. To acquire the positions
under the Kinect coordinate system, a person stood in front of a Kinect sensor and held
his right hand in the same position as that of the NAO robot. The selected four positions
under NAO robot coordinate system are: (1, 1, 1), (2, -0.5, 0.5), (1, 0.5, 1.5), (1, -2, -3),
which corresponding to the positions under the Kinect coordination: (-0.0790, 0.3053,
0.3908), (0.0600, 0.2180, 0.5385), (-0.0012, 0.4000, -0.0703), (0.2364, -0.1443, 0.3090),
respectively.
(a) : The first and second position in NAO and Kinect
coordinate frame
(b) : The third and fourth position in NAO and Kinect
coordinate frame
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the four selected positions under both NAO coordinate system and Kinect coordinate system
Substituting all the values on both the NAO and Kinect system into (12), we can calcu-
late the transformation matrix of Kinect underground-based coordinate system T k0 , based
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on the assumption that the NAO robot remains stationary.
T k0 =

1 2 1 1
1 −0.5 0.5 −2
1 0.5 1.5 −3
1 1 1 1


−0.079 0.06 −0.0012 0.2364
0.3053 0.218 0.4 −0.1443
0.3908 0.5385 −0.0703 0.309




Then, we would obtain:
T k0 =

7.87 5.09 2.37 6.58
−10.27 −0.4 −0.73 −1.26
1.25 9.58 1.09 −0.39
−0 0 0.0000 1.00
 (14)
Furthermore, the rotation matrix of the Kinect underground-based coordinate system,
Rk0, is obtained on its transformation matrix, which is provided as follows:
Rk0 =
 7.87 5.09 2.37−10.27 −0.4 −0.731.25 9.58 1.09
 (15)
4.3 Kinematics Methodology
An image stream of the workspace, is captured by the Kinect v2 colour camera. In order
to select a point in the colour image, the operator requires to transform the pose of the end
effector of NAO from the Kinect colour space to the NAO coordinate space. The pixels of
the colour image are thus transformed into the camera space as follows:
[xc yc 1]T = R · [xk yk 1]T + TTrans (16)
where xc and yc find the position of a transformed colour frame pixel (in camera space),
xk and yk denote the position of the colour frame pixel, R is the rotational matrix, and
TTrans is the translation matrix, between the colour frame and camera space. However,
the Kinect v2 depth camera faces inherent camera issues, such as radial distortion (due to
the curvature of the lens). Fortunately, the intrinsic parameters are provided in one of the
Kinect SDK examples, and can be used to calculate the distortion transformation matrix.
At this point, it becomes possible to transform any point in the camera space to NAO’s
workspace, where the NAO’s origin acts as its reference point.
4.3.1 Acquisition of Orientation Angles of Head





by the Kinect v2. In order to transmit the data of orientation angles for user’s head, the
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angles need to be transformed into those under the same coordination, here defined as the
reference coordinate, as shown in Fig.4.4. In this section, the flat surface of the Kinect
camera is kept parallel to the user’s head, such that the value of βkf equals zero. Thus, we
have the following rotation matrix:


















































where R f0 = R
K
0 × R fK , and the value of RK0 has already been obtained through calibration,
as shown in (15), the rotation matrix R f0 for the user’s head under the reference coordinate
system can be found through (18), where we denote the abbreviations sαkf for sa, sβ
k
f for
sb, sγkf for sg, cα
k
f for ca, cβ
k




 7.87cacb − 10.27(casbsg + sacg) + 1.25(casbcg + sasg)7.87sacb − 10.27(sasbsg − cacg) + 1.25(sasbcg − casg)−7.87sb − 10.27cbsg + 1.25cbcg
5.09cacb − 0.4(casbsg + sacg) + 9.58(casbcg + sasg)
5.09sacb − 0.4(sasbsg + cacg) + 9.58(sasbcg − casg)
−5.09sb − 0.4cbsg + 9.58cbcg
2.37cacb − 0.73(casbsg − sacg) + 1.09(casbcg + sasg)
2.37sacb − 0.73(sasbsg + cacg) + 1.09(sasbcg − casg)
−2.37sb − 0.73cbsg + 1.09cbcg

(18)
Finally, the orientation angles of user’s head under the basic ground coordinate can be
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calculated, which are shown in (19)-(21), where we define R f0=

















4.3.2 Acquisition of Joint Angles of Arm
Kinect sensor emits infrared rays and detects their reflections so that the depth values of
each pixel in the field of view can be calculated. In this process, first, information about
the object body and shape are extracted. Then with this information, the position of each
joint can be obtained as shown in Fig.4.5.
Figure 4.5: Image of body skeleton captured by Kinect
To obtain the angle of rotation of ShoulderPitch, we can use joints – RightShoulder and
CentreShoulder in 3D coordinates and the two skeletal nodes in the three-dimensional
space form a straight line (l1), assuming that the 3D coordinates of the right shoulder
are (x1, y1, z1) and of centre shoulder, (x2, y2, z2). As the ShoulderPitch joint remains un-
changed during the rotation in the y-coordinate, only the xoz plane will be considered.
The formula thus comes out to be:
z = k1x + b1 (22)
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where k1=tanθ1 = |z2−z1 |x2−x1 (x1 , x2), b1 is not given for calculating the angle of rotation,
so the formula is not given here. The angular value between l1 and the horizontal axis is
defined as θ1 (ShoulderPitch ) as shown in Fig.4.6, which can be computed by:






Figure 4.6: Angle of rotation of the ShoulderPitch
To obtain the angle of rotation of the ShoulderRoll, the 3D coordinates (x, y, z) of joints
– ShoulderRight and ElbowRight will be used to calculate it, assuming that the three-
dimensional coordinates of ElbowRight are (x3, y3, z3), and the two skeletal nodes in the
three-dimensional space form a straight line (l2). As the ShoulderRoll joint remains un-
changed during the rotation in the z-coordinate, only the xoy plane will be considered.
The linear equation is given below:
y = k2x + b2 (24)
where k2=tanθ2 =
|y3−y2 |
x3−x2 (x3 , x2), b2 is not given for calculating the angle of rotation, so
its formula is not given here. Assuming that the angle between l2 and the vertical axis is θ1,
as shown in Fig.4.7, θ2 is the ShoulderRoll rotation angle, the formula will be computed
as:






Figure 4.7: Angle of rotation of the ShoulderRoll
To obtain the angle of rotation of the ElbowRoll, we can use joints of ElbowRight and
WristRight in 3D coordinates. Assuming the 3D coordinates of WristRight is (x4, y4, z4),
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similarly, there is a straight line constituted by ElbowRight and WristRight (l3), the linear
equation is given as:
y = k3x + b3 (26)
where k3=tanθ3 =
|y4−y3 |
x4−x3 (x4 , x3), b3 is not given in the calculation of the angle of rotation,
so the formula is not given here. Assuming that the angle between l2 and l3 is θ3, as shown
in Fig.4.8, θ3 is the ElbowRoll rotation angle, and the formula will be:






Figure 4.8: Angle of rotation of the ElbowRoll
4.4 Experimental Studies
In this section, some experiments have been designed to test the performance of the track-
ing system, with the help of the software: Kinect SDK for windows, Visual Studio 2013
and OpenCV library. The experimental environment is indoor and well-illuminated. One
person stands in front of the Kinect sensor, at a distance of two metres. Because the NAO
robot’s arm has only 5 DOFs, the ShoulderPitch, ShoulderRoll, ElbowRoll, ElbowYaw
and WristYaw joints of the human arm are chosen for the experiment.
4.4.1 Head Following Experiment
The purpose of the experiment was to test the stability of the head-following system. For
this purpose, a command from the program developed by the Kinetic SDK 2.0 was sent
to an additional computer which controls the NAO robot to imitate the movement of the
human head. As the evidence shown in Fig.4.9, the experiment was conducted four times
with different postures in order to get a total performance check. The postures included
30◦ rotation to the left, 30◦ rotation to the right, pitching up by 30◦ and pitching down by
30◦. Fig.4.10(a) shown below illustrates the first experiment. The collated data show that
head movements were accurately followed.
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of operator’s head for different postures
From the Fig.4.11, we can find that the average tracking error of HeadPitch angle (at
about 10%) is a bit more than the one of HeadYaw angle (at about 6%). Generally, the
head motion of the NAO robot is able to track the one of the human operators. Thus we
can conclude that the NAO robot imitates the movement of the human head well in both
two orientations.
4.4.2 Limb Following Experiment
In the second experiment, the operator moved his limbs while keeping the rest of his
body still. The limbs were moved forward at 90◦, raised up at 180◦ and stretched side-
ways at 90◦ at a low speed from the original position to the final position and for both
right and left arms. As in the case of the first experiment, after collecting the data, a
command was sent to the additional computer which controls the NAO robot to imitate the
movements. Fig.4.10(b) shows the process of the second experiment. Fig.4.12 represents
the graph illustrating the data collected about the arm movement by both the operator and
NAO robot. It can be concluded from the results that the robot can completely follow the
movements of the 5 selected joints.
From the plotted graphs, according to the (28), we can conclude that, angles of the
selected joints including both the head and arm have the average error at about 10% with
the maximum error at about 22%. This means using the Kinect camera sensor alone to
track the motion of a human operator shows commonly large errors, hence in the next
chapter, the KF based sensor fusion will be employed to minimize the undesired effect






(a) : Process of imitation for NAO robot head following: Rotating
30◦ to left and right directions and pitching up and down with 30◦
(b) : Process of imitation for NAO robot limb following: Putting
forwards at 90◦, raising up at 180◦ and stretching sidewards at 90◦
for both arms
Figure 4.10: Experimental setup of head and limb following tests
Figure 4.11: Result of the head following experiment for both human and NAO robot
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Figure 4.12: Result of the arm following experiment for both human and NAO robot
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4.5 Conclusion
A system for tracking a user’s head and arm movement while interacting with the NAO
robot via a Kinect v2 sensor is developed. The Kinect v2 sensor is used to track the head
and arm motion of the human operator which are moved in a natural way. In addition,
the kinematics equations adopted in this research are used to transfer the Euler angles
of the user’s head from the Kinect coordinate frame to the reference coordinate frame in
order to calculate all the joints angles of the human arm. Furthermore, we also conducted
experiments and drew the curve based on the test data. The results shows that even if the
NAO robot can imitate the human user’s movements, there are still errors existing. Thus
in the following sections, KF algorithm based sensor fusion will be employed to reduce
the noise and RBFNNs will also be applied to overcome the unknown dynamics, which
will increase the tracking performance of the teleoperation system.
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5 Chapter Five: Teleoperation Control of the Baxter Robot using
Kalman Filter and Neural Networks
5.1 Introduction
With the rapid advancements in sensor and actuator techniques, the use of robot tech-
nology has been incorporated into areas such as control system design, data sensor inno-
vation, bionics and artificial intelligence. According to the research [117], following the
accomplishment of modern robots, industrial robots currently attract considerable interest.
HRI plays an increasingly important role in the industrial robot application. The robot is
thought to have the capacity to adjust to the modern needs. Humans can adapt to various
surrounding environments, hence, if robots demonstrate this adaptive ability through tele-
operation then they would be able to carry out more complicated/challenging tasks. With
robot teleoperation systems, an operator is able to remotely control a robot through the
internet [118].
However, there are some potential challenges, such as ground-truth information miss-
ing, signal transmission delay due to the restrictions of transfer speed and data transmis-
sion protocol. Despite these issues, it is still a critical and helpful instrument in the field
of HRI research. Hence, numerous research studies on teleoperation have been done in
the works of literature. In [119], a mutual control strategy for the Baxter robot controller
is developed, where a strategy for emulating human writings links to a Baxter robot con-
troller. Researchers are able to teleoperate a robot by utilizing electromyography (EMG)
signals and a haptic device. In [120], surface electromyography (sEMG) signals have been
upgraded to perform teleoperation. The human operators can detect the situation in a hap-
tic way and adjust muscle compression subliminally. In [121], the authors have improved
the way for robot teleoperation by hand gesture recognition based on the visual data.
In addition, a direct approach has been developed for the robot to imitate human mo-
tion. This approach, coined motion capture technology, is an ideal strategy for skill trans-
fer. To capture human motion, the human body itself has to be followed. There are various
methods to achieve human motion capture. The most widely used method is to detect the
markers from the body of a human operator. However, it is inconvenient for operation.
Another method is to utilize image processing from typical cameras. However, this s-
trategy is not reliable owing to the unstable body location capacities during the imaging
process. Other methods include stereo-vision cameras that are applied to motion capture
for depth data analysis. Unfortunately, it needs a long processing time, thus it is proved to
be ineffective for real-time applications.
As one of the enabling techniques for teleoperation, motion capture primarily incor-
porates two interfaces, which are remotely wearable device input interface and detecting
interface based on a vision system. Several sensors can be utilized for the visual system,
such as Leap Motion and Kinect. In [7], human motions are obtained by using the Kinec-
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t sensor, and through the utilization of the vector approach, the joint points of a Baxter
robot can be ascertained. In [122], motions of welder-related work are captured by the
Leap Motion sensor, which is estimated by a soldering robot with teleoperation networks.
Moreover, the wearable devices, for example, exoskeleton [123] or joystick, or omnihaptic
device [124] are normally used. In this thesis, we investigate a control scheme combining
the wearable device MYO armband together with the motion capture system that uses a
Kinect sensor, to teleoperate a Baxter robot. The performance of the proposed scheme will
be optimized by KF based sensor fusion. In [125], a robust finite-horizon KF is designed
for discrete time-varying uncertain systems with both the additive and the multiplicative
noise. KF is widely used as it can estimate the past, current and future signal state, even if
there are uncertainties in the model.
Filtering is a procedure of signal processing and transformation (removing or reduc-
ing undesirable components and enhancing the required characteristics). The above stat-
ed steps can be implemented either in software or hardware. KF is a software filtering
method minimizing the mean square noise, which is one of the best estimation criterion.
Furthermore, KF uses the state space model of signal and noise to estimate the value of
the previous time, after that the observed values of the current time are updated. Based on
the established equations and observation systems, the algorithm estimates the minimum
mean square noise of the signal to be processed. There are methods that are able to ap-
proximate and compensate for the uncertainties of the robot dynamics, for example, Fuzzy
Logic and NN. The NN control continues to be widely examined in the discrete-time con-
trol system [126], [127] as well as the continuous-time control system [128].
Some researchers proposed strategies using Kinect and MYO armbands to obtain the
joint angles of human arms and then teleoperate with robots as in [7] and [110]. However,
the problem raises that the accurate calculation of the angular data is unavailable owing to
the measured noise. Thus, this research develops an optimum strategy to reduce the influ-
ence of the noise using KF based sensor fusion. The vector approach is used to calculate
the five required joints angles, then the KF algorithm is employed to output a series of
more accurate data. MYO armbands worn on the operator’s lower and upper arm are uti-
lized to identify and measure the angular velocity of human arm motion. A Kinect based
body tracking system is also utilized. Furthermore, the control system is successfully con-
nected to NN by UDP for the teaching and learning processes of the Baxter robot, which
promotes the tracking performance.
5.2 Environmental Setup
5.2.1 System Configuration
To delineate the teleoperation of robots utilizing motion capture, an illustrative system is
assembled. It consists of the body tracking system, Baxter robot and MYO armbands, as
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shown in Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.1: The complete experimental teleoperation system
Motion capture is conducted by the Kinect sensor. Kinect is utilized due to its low cost
and ability to provide the data required for this research. The Kinect device is connected
to a remote computer where processing programming software is used to get the position
information from the Kinect sensor.
The experiment is performed on a Baxter robot. The overall experimental system was
associated with and controlled by the development workstation, a remote computer with
an Ethernet link, as well as a pair of MYO armbands. The principle of the teleoperation
system is represented in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Diagram for the rule of research in total
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5.2.2 Development Workstation
The first generation of the Kinect sensor, a part of the proposed teleoperation system, is an
arrangement of sensors created as a fringe device with the Xbox video game device to track
the human motion in 3D space. An RGB camera and a double infrared profundity sensor
are located in the front of the Kinect sensor [129]. Utilizing image and depth sensors,
Kinect V1 can distinguish the movement of an object/operator. It does not require the
human user to wear any additional devices, as shown in Fig.5.3.
As can be seen in Fig.5.3, the depth detector of the Kinect V1 contains two units:
the monochrome CMOS sensor and the infrared projector (label 1, Fig.5.3). They work
together in the motion capture process. The image depth and RGB data collected via the
Kinect sensor is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The human body can be identified by arranging
several straight lines together to show positions and poses in 3D space. Kinect collects
data about human joint positions and velocities during teleoperation processes, and then
sends them to the robot. In this way, human-robot cooperation is achieved. Compared to
the traditional motion tracking device with complex programming, which has high cost
and complex setup process, Kinect can be integrated into the control system working with
open source codes [130].
Numerous programming projects on Kinect are accessible, including OpenKinect, Open-
Figure 5.3: Image of Kinect sensor: 1. Depth sensors, 2. RGB camera, 3. Motorized base [7]
Figure 5.4: Image of depth and RGB sensor data collected from Kinect V1 modified on [7]
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NI, Microsoft Kinect for windows SDK [131]. OpenKinect is free and designed to equip
the Kinect with computers and other devices in [132]. OpenNI is able to support a large
amount of different devices apart from Kinect in [132], which utilizes NITE to get the
skeleton information of the operator, according to [133]. Microsoft Kinect for windows
SDK is another commonly used platform produced by Microsoft in [133]. SimpleOpenNI
is an OpenNI and NITE wrapper for Processing in [134].
The utilization of programming software is imperative and relies on:
(1) capacity to separate skeletal information;
(2) similarity with different operating systems, for example, Windows and Linux;
(3) clear documentation;
(4) clear-cut and direct approach for quick confirmation of calculations.
After appropriate examination, a processing programming software which fulfils all
the prerequisites is utilized. According to [135], operators can program via Kinect with
SimpleOpenNI wrapper for OpenNI and NITE, and skeleton information can be collected
on both Windows and Linux platforms. Processing is based on Java, hence fundamentally
the same syntax can be used. All the functions utilized in this thesis are given below:
PVector: A class to depict a few dimensional vectors, particularly the Geometric vec-
tor. The magnitude and direction of each pixel can be obtained using the methods mag ()
and heading (), according to [136].
pushMatrix() and popMatrix(): They can transfer the present transformation ma-
trix into the matrix stack. The pushMatrix() can record the current coordinate system
information to the stack and popMatrix() restores them. The pushMatrix() capacity and
popMatrix() capacity are utilized in conjunction with other transformation functions and
can be used for the extent of changes [136].
5.2.3 Robot Operating System and RosPy
Robot Operating System (ROS) is an adaptable operating system for programming robots.
According to [137], it contains the tools, conventions and libraries needed for the compli-
cated task in order to simplify robot activities. ROS can be set up under multiple platforms.
RosPy is a related Python customer library for ROS. The RosPy customer API em-
powers Python software engineers to rapidly interact with parameters, services and topics
of ROS. RosPy requires usage speed (i.e. designer time) over runtime execution, hence
calculations can be immediately prototyped and examined inside ROS. It is also benefitial
for codes which have no critical path such as codes for initialization and configuration. A
large amount of ROS instruments are composed in RosPy script to develop introspection
abilities. A large number of ROS devices - Rostopic and Rosservice - are based on RosPy
[99].
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5.2.4 User Datagram Protocol
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is one of the core members of the Internet protocol suite
(the set of network protocols utilized for the Internet). Through this, a PC software can
send information, using datagrams, to different PCs with an Internet Protocol (IP). With
UDP, unique transmission channels or data paths can be established without prior com-
munications. UDP is suitable for purposes where error checking and correction are either
not necessary or performed in the application, avoiding the overhead of such processing
at the network interface level. According to [138], UDP is frequently utilized for time-
sensitive applications owing to the fact that dropping packets are preferred to waiting for
delay packets, where it is difficult to find an alternative for the real time system.
5.3 Motion Capture by Kinect
5.3.1 General Calculation
The motion capture calculations for the upper limb depends on information including
distances, locations and joint angles. The distance between two specified points in 2D and
3D space can be calculated by equation (29) and (30).
d2D =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 (29)
d3D =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2 (30)
where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are points in 2D space, d2D is the distance between these two
points, (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) are points in 3D space, d3D is the length between these
two points.
The angles at all the joints are obtained by the law of cosines. The maximal angle is
180 degrees. While computing the angles among the joints, an extra point is required to
define at 180∼360 degrees. After capturing the motion, a triangle is drawn by utilizing any
two joint points. From the other two points, the third point of the triangle can be obtained.
In this scenario, the coordinated statistics for every point of the triangle is known, thus we
are able to find out the length of every side, instead of the value of each angle, which is
still unknown. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the magnitude of any coveted point can be calculated
by applying the law of cosines. Computations for the joint points illustrate the length of
sides a, b, c. Similarly, we can also calculate each angle of the triangle using the law of
cosines.
5.3.2 Vector Approach
The Kinect sensor can identify every single joint of the human body and supply feedback
concurrently. All these directions are transformed into vectors and the particular angles
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Figure 5.5: Mathematical Principle description
of the joints. The coordinates of the human body joints collected via Kinect are under
the Cartesian space. The particular angles from arms are computed. After the mapping
process by the Kinect sensor is completed, the data are sent to teleoperate the Baxter.
The five points ShoulderPitch, ShoulderYaw and ShoulderRoll as well as ElbowPitch
and ElbowRoll, shown in Fig. 5.6, are computed from the arm positions data extracted
from the Kinect.
Figure 5.6: Demonstration of all related angles in Vector Approach: ShoulderPitch, ShoulderYaw and ShoulderRoll,
ElbowPitch and ElbowRoll
The computation of vectors is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. According to [7], the intense lines
CO and CD represent the upper left and ahead part of the arm. The line BO represents the
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distance from the left hip to the left shoulder, and AO represents the length between the
right and left shoulder. Directions with coordinated data BX+, BY+ and BZ+ shows the axis
system of the Kinect sensor in Cartesian space, where point B is the origin.
Figure 5.7: The principle of vector approach in mathematical computing
Methodology for Computing ShoulderPitch andElbowPitch: As illustrated in Fig. 5.7,
according to [7], the angle ∠BOC (ShoulderPitch ) is obtained by the distance of two points
from vectors OB to OC. The pitch angles of the shoulder and elbow are calculated uti-
lizing the three specified joints’ position, which are shoulder (point O), elbow (point C)
and hip (point B). Delivering these three points using the angle Of() function gives feed-
back on the value for angles, which are directly sent to Baxter. The ∠OCD (ElbowPitch ),
which is the angle among CD and OC, can be computed through sending hand, elbow and
shoulder values into the angle Of() for working as well [7]. In this methodology, we can
use the angle Of() command in the Processing software to calculate any angles between
two vectors.
Methodology for Computing ShoulderYaw: As we can see from Fig. 5.7, according
to [7], the angle ∠EBF (ShoulderYaw) is obtained by a similar method as utilizing both
the shoulder point and elbow point, which are point A, O and C, respectively, where the
vectors OC and OA are grouped together. However, the above mentioned vectors OC and
OA need to be anticipated into the plane XZ. In this way, we are able to obtain the vectors
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BF and BE. Angle ∠EBF (ShoulderYaw) is the value of the angle between BF and BE,
which can be computed by utilizing angle Of() command in Processing.
Methodology for Computing ElbowRoll and ShoulderRoll: The ElbowRoll is the
angle between plane OCD and CDI, which can be calculated by the angle Of() functions.
The ShoulderRoll is the most difficult to calculate due to the fact that the computing is not
straightforward and all the points are given in a 3D plane, the computing method utilized
above will not work here [7].
To calculate the required angles, the vector points from elbow to hand, where its plane is
opposite to the one from shoulder to elbow (through the shoulder joint too), are noted. This
reference vector must be stable in relation to the rest of the body. Thereafter, the reference
vector can be computed by intersecting the vector points from shoulder to shoulder, and
shoulder to elbow.
According to [7], the normal line from that intersecting point of two vectors is used
for continuous calculation. The vector OM can be obtained by verifying the intersecting
point between vectors OC and OA. The vector OM is vertical to the plane expanded by
the vectors OA and OC. Clearly, vector OM and vector OC are vertical from each other.
The normal line vector CG can be decided via intersecting vector points CD and OC,
which is additionally vertical to vector OC. At this point, we can obtain the vector OH
by deciphering vector CG along vector CO to point O. The angle ∠MOH between vectors
OH and OM is defined as the ShoulderRoll [7].
The orientation angles sent by the Kinect can be separated by utilizing PMatrix3D with
Processing software. The PMatrix3D outputs the required rotation matrix as well, where
the current coordination framework is well backup into the stack. It is then delivered
to the shoulder joint, additionally, the rotation matrix is utilized to transform into the
coordination system data. Every single computation in this capacity will be decided within
the obtained coordination framework.
After the computation of ShoulderRoll and ElbowRoll angles, the rotation matrix from
the stack can be recovered to obtain the initial coordination framework. The right Shoul-
derRoll is additionally computed with the similar method. Furthermore, a small change
has been applied to the vectors coordination system.
Due to the inaccuracy of the function used to calculate roll angles, the error needs
to be corrected; every value change of the ShoulderRoll keeps along with those of the
ShoulderYaw. After that, the statistics are plotted into the MATLAB, as seen in Fig. 5.8.
After several trials, the error is mostly revised by the following equations:
γs = −γs − βs/2 − 0.6 (31)
where we define the angle of left ShoulderRoll as γs and the angle of left ShoulderYaw as
βs. These returned data are sent to Baxter development platform for further work utilizing
UDP protocol. The data packets created by the server are sent through the function intro-
duced above. So far, every single angular value is sent to teleoperate the Baxter robot with
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Figure 5.8: Error of Vector Approach
the Python script.
5.4 Measurement of Angular Velocity by MYO Armband
The joint angles are obtained by integrating angle velocity. Any position of the human
operator’s arms can set to be the initial position, if the joint angles are assumed to be zero,
according to [110]. When the operator moves his arm to a new pose P, the rotation angles
(joint angles) are pose P with respect to the initial pose in [110].
As shown in Fig. 5.9, the frame (X1, Y1, Z1) represents the orientation of the MYO
armband in the initial position. The frame (X2, Y2, Z2) represents the current orientation
of the MYO. From the first MYO armband worn on the upper arm, we can obtain three
angular velocity v1x, v1y, v1z, which represent ShoulderRoll, Pitch and Yaw, respectively.
From the second MYO armband worn on the forearm, we can obtain the angular velocity
Figure 5.9: The orientation of the MYO in the initial pose and the current pose
v2x, v2y, which represent ElbowRoll and ElbowPitch.
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There would be errors in the joint angular velocity measured by the joint angle. More-
over, the errors will be superimposed and coupled. The shoulder joint error will be super-
imposed on the elbow joint, resulting in a greater elbow error. Errors will also accumulate
as time evolutes. Although the sampling frequency IMU in the MYO is 50 Hz, the re-
sulting angle will have a large difference in value when the joint angle is calculated from
the angular velocity integral in the program [110]. Here, the method for the angular ve-
locity is extended from the method of measurement for the angles using MYO armbands
mentioned in previous research [110]. In summary, MYO armband is used to measure the
angular velocity of each joint, and the Kinect is used to get the angles of each joint.
5.5 Kalman Filtering based Sensor Fusion
The KF method has two basic assumptions:
(1) the sufficiently accurate model of the information process is a linear (or time-
varying) dynamic system excited by white noise; (2) the measurement signal contains
additional white noise components for each session.
Only if the above assumptions are satisfied, can a KF method be applied. In this thesis,
all the data collected from the Kinect sensor and MYO armbands fulfilled the above stated
requirements, hence the use of continuous-time KF to fuse the data from different sensors
were incorporated.
The equation (mentioned in the previous section) is for the continuous-time KF, where-
in, x(0), ω and v are not related to each other, according to [108] and [109], the expected
values of the continuous-time KF satisfy the following statistical characteristics,
E {x(0)} = mx(0); E {ω(t)} = 0; E {v(t)} = 0























= r(t)δ(t − τKF)
(32)
where s is the system noise variance intensity matrix of continuous system; r is the array
of measured noise variance intensity; mx(0) and P(0) are the initial mean value of x and
the initial covariance matrix, respectively; δ(t − τKF) is the Dirac δ function.
We assume that every single joint in the human arms is taken into account separately
for research, which shows that all the KF factors are the first order, hence, here A=1, B=1,
G=1 and H=1. Then the KF equations are simplified as below,
x˙i = xi + ui + ω
yi = xi + v
(33)
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where in this special case, yi is the angular position of the number of i joint collected from
the Kinect sensor. And ui is the angular velocity of the number of i joint of the operator's
arm motion.
˙ˆxi = xˆi + ui + k (yi − xˆi)
k = pr−1
p˙ = p − pr−1p + s
(34)
where k is the filter gain matrix, p is the estimated covariance matrix, xˆi is the required
(satisfied) data obtained from KF based sensor fusion, which is also the statistic that needs
to be sent to the development workstation via UDP.
5.6 Neural Networks Based Control System
The notation of the data output from the result of KF based sensor fusion qdi, in addition
to the desired joint space trajectory qd is defined
qdi = xˆi
qd = [qd1, qd2, qd3, qd4, qd5]T ∈ R5.
(35)
Here, we apply the NN control procedure to achieve the accurate tracking of the reference
joint trajectory. Hence, the controller should be quick, steady and accurate. The reference
joint trajectory qd ∈ R5 consists of a time series of the angle values that are generated
from the motion data filtered by the KF. The angular matrix q ∈ R5 denotes the actual joint
positions during the teleoperation. At that point, as indicated by [110], the dynamics of
the robot are given as shown in (36).
τ = M(q)q¨ +C(q, q˙)q˙ +G(q) + τext (36)
where M(q) ∈ R5×5 is the inertia matrix, C(q, q˙) ∈ R5×5 is the Coriolis matrix, G(q) ∈ R5×1
are the gravity terms and τext is unmodeled elements owing to the external disturbance and
system uncertainties.
Define z = e˙q + Λeq, qr = q˙d −Λeq, where eq = q − qd, Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn), λn is a
positive constant. Here the dynamic equation (36) can be rewritten as (37) from [110].
τ − τext = M(q)z˙ +C(q, q˙)z +G(q) + M(q)q˙r +C(q, q˙)qr (37)
In [110], an adaptive controller is designed as (38),
τ = Hˆ(q) + Mˆ(q)q˙r + Cˆ(q, q˙)qr − Kz (38)
where K = diag(k1, k2...ki), ki > 12 , Hˆ(q), Mˆ(q) and Cˆ(q, q˙) are the RBFNN estimates of
G(q) + τext, M(q) and C(q, q˙), respectively.
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Then the closed circling framework dynamic equation is given below as (39) [110].
Mz˙ +Cz + Kz = (Mˆ − M)q˙r + (Cˆ −C)qr + (Hˆ − H) (39)
The RBFNN based approximation approach is applied as follows [110].
M(q) = W∗TM S M(q) + M
C(q, q˙) = W∗TC SC(q, q˙) + C






H are the constant ideal weight matrix; S M(q), SC(q, q˙) and S H(q)
are the basis function matrix, and M, C and H are the mismatch uncertainties due to the
fact that the number of the hidden neuron is limited.
Then we can write the equation for basis function matrix as follow [110],
S M(q) = diag
(
S q, . . . , S q
)



















φ (‖q − q1‖) φ (‖q − q2‖) . . . φ (‖q − qn‖)]T
S q˙ =
[
φ (‖q˙ − q˙1‖) φ (‖q˙ − q˙2‖) . . . φ (‖q˙ − q˙n‖)]T (42)
The estimates of M(q), C(q, q˙) and H(q) can be obtained as (43).
Mˆ(q) = WˆTMS M(q)
Cˆ(q, q˙) = WˆTCSC(q, q˙)
Hˆ(q) = WˆTHS H(q)
(43)
Now, substituting (43) into (39), then the previous equations are simplified as
Mz˙ +Cz + Kz = W˜TMS M(q)q˙r




where W˜TM = Wˆ
T
M −W∗TM , W˜TC = WˆTC −W∗TC and W˜TH = WˆTH −W∗TH .
For a matrix of n × n, the sum of the elements on the main diagonal of the matrix (the
diagonal from the upper left to the lower right) is called the trace of matrix A, denoted
tr(A); if A, B are m × n and n × m matrices, then tr(AB) = tr(BA) [139]. Here, the



















where QM, QC and QH are positive fixed weight matrix. Then, the derivative of V , which
shows











Utilizing the property: M˙(q)-2C(q, q˙) are the skew symmetric matrix, and equation
(46) becomes:














substituting (44) into the equation (47), then we have:



















S H(q)zT + QH ˙ˆWH
)] (49)
According to [110], the upgraded principle is given as follow,
˙ˆWM = −Q−1M
(








S H(q)zT + σHWˆH
) (50)
where σM, σC, σH are pre-designed positive constants.
Combining (50) and (49), then we obtain












Applying Young's inequality, (51) can be extended to































V˙ ≤ −ηV + κ (53)























G). Since V > 0 and κ is the result of the pre-designed constants
and weight matrix that we give, the length of κ ≤ η, we can have V˙ ≤ 0. As indicated by
Lyapunov stability theorem, the closed-loop stability is guaranteed.
5.7 Experimental Studies
The experiment was conducted in a sufficiently illuminated indoor environment with one
operator standing two metres in front of the Kinect sensor. As in the previous section, we
chose to test the ShoulderPitch, ShoulderYaw, ShoulderRoll, ElbowPitch and ElbowRoll.
After the collation of data, a Baxter robot was simulated in MATLAB and teleoperated by
operators.
5.7.1 The KF Based Limb Following Experiment
An operator wearing a pair of MYO armbands faced the Kinect sensor (as seen in Fig. 5.10)
doing different arm movements. The operator wore one MYO armband near the centre of
the upper arm and the other near the centre of the forearm. The former measured the ori-
entation and angular velocity of the ShoulderPitch, ShoulderYaw and ShoulderRoll. The
latter predicted the orientation and the angular velocity of the ElbowPitch and ElbowRoll.
Before the experiments, the MYO armband was calibrated and EMG sensors were warmed
up so the MYO armbands could better recognize different hand postures. During the ex-
periment, the operator made no movements except with his arms at a reduced and stable
velocity.
5.7.2 The NN Learning Based Limb Following Experiment
In the second experiment, a test experiment was set up to examine the accuracy of the
designed control system as shown in Fig.5.11, using NN learning. A heavy object was
attached to the end-effector of the Baxter. Meanwhile, the operator, wearing calibrated
MYO armbands, stood in front of the Kinect sensor and remotely controlled the end-
effector’s position.
5.7.3 Experimental Results
Fig. 5.12 illustrates the experimental results of the five selected DOFs with their differ-
ent trajectories under the KF-based sensor fusion between Baxter and the operator. The
Kinect sensor provided the position difference between the robot’s real trajectory and the
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Figure 5.10: Demonstration of the experiment at the different positions
Figure 5.11: Image of designed control system
base point. The MYO armbands provided the angular velocity of those five angles ac-
cordingly before they were fused together via KF. The experimental data of the operator’s
arm motion from Kinect and MYO, and the optimum output from KF based sensor fusion
and the angular statistics of the simulated Baxter robot were recorded, respectively, for the
test. From the comparison results shown in Fig. 5.12, conclusion is drawn that the total
performance of the motion capture system is improved with the KF based sensor fusion.
The use of a Kinect and MYO armband after KF based sensor fusion to teleoperate
a Baxter robot was developed and verified. The results shown in Tab.5.1 demonstrate a
series of ratios, which are the different values of the 5 angles between those obtained by
KF and those directly collected by Kinect. Because the values filtered by KF are optimal,
and the noise during the teleoperation process is suppressed. Hence, that ratio is defined
as the efficient improvement, which is denoted as re as formulated in (54). The ratios
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Figure 5.12: Graphical result after the KF based sensor fusion (ShoulderPitch, ShoulderRoll, ShoulderYaw, ElbowPitch,
ElbowRoll)
shown in Tab.5.1 are averagely at 3.158%, 4.086%, 3.442%, 3.269% and 3.673%, standing
for the angular positions of ShoulderPitch, ShoulderRoll, ShoulderYaw, ElbowPitch and
ElbowRoll, respectively.
Table 5.1: Table for efficiency improvement of different angular positions
Data ShoulderPitch ShoulderRoll ShoulderYaw ElbowPitch ElbowRoll





where pKF and pKinect are the experimental data of different angular positions obtained
from the KF based sensor fusion and directly collected from the Kinect, respectively.
Fig.5.13(c) shows the time series of updating joint parameters in the function approx-
imation method. It can be seen that the adaptive parameters of the trained five joints
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converge boundedly with time. Fig.5.13(a) and Fig.5.13(b) give the joint compensation
torque curves. The output torque of the NN is mainly to compensate for the uncertainties
in the system to achieve the desired control performance. It shows that the uncertainty of
the control system appears at a certain moment after the application of the neural network,
and the control system can be well compensated by the input torque. The NN learning
weighs can be seen in Fig.5.13(d).
Figure 5.13: Torque inputs of the control system with NN. (a) Torque inputs of the control system without NN. (b)
Torque inputs of the control system with NN. (c) Tracking performance of the designed system for both without NN and
with NN. (d) NN learning weighs of every single joint.
It can be deduced from the above results that NN learning is a good choice as it has an
acceptable error margin during the teaching and learning process, thereby satisfying the
proposed design goal.
5.8 Conclusion
Following the last chapter, a KF based sensor fusion has been used to improve the tracking
performance. This involved using a Kinect sensor to capture the motion of an operator’s
arm using the vector approach. The vector approach can accurately calculate the angular
data of human arm joints, by selecting 5 out of 7 joints on each arm. In addition, the
angular velocity of human operator’s arm is measured by a pair of MYO armbands worn
on the operator’s arm. The data collected is thereafter sent to the Baxter robot for tele-
operation. The use of the MYO in this research is due to its portability and capacity for
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accurate computation of the values for the angular velocity of the shoulder and elbow mo-
tion. It works well with the Kinect sensor, and the application of KF based sensor fusion
has greatly enhanced user-accuracy during teleoperation processes.
However, after usage of KF based sensor fusion, the robot has not completely done
the motion along with the desired trajectory qd owing to the existence of dynamic uncer-
tainties. Hence a second experiment was conducted to compare the effect of the unknown
payload under NN learning with that without NN learning. The results illustrate that the
NN-learning applied control system achieves Baxter teaching with the smallest number of
errors.
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6 Chapter Six: An Enhanced Teaching Interface for a Robot using
DMP and GMR
6.1 Introduction
Robot technology is developing fast and its effective applicability for use in traditional
manual tasks has increased. The domains in which use have been found for robots continue
to increase exponentially which prompt a need for robots with the ability to move as
smoothly as a human [140]. In recent years, with the integration of robots into human
daily life, the need for robots to acquire human skills, and teaching by demonstration are
the underlying purpose of many research works in both academic and non-academic fields
[17]. In [121], a slave-master controller based TbD is developed to retain the kinematic
constraint by using the tracking system. A trajectory learning approach for multi-robot
interaction for welding tasks is developed in [141]. The ability to transfer human skills,
via demonstration, to robots has a huge influence on building robot intelligence, and is an
important way to promote robot learning. It helps to successfully overcome the need to
manually control the robot to replicate complex human movements.
During the teaching process, the human operator transfers motor skills to the imitator
(robot) through recordings of the motions being taught and generalized [142]. In [143],
a research team develops a problem-based learning (PBL) method on an autonomous
vacuum robot with mechatronics systems. An actuated dynamics technology based on
proportion-integral-derivative (PID) controller is proposed in [144], where the unactuated
dynamics have been shown to be globally bounded. The acquisition of teaching data is re-
alized through body sensations which convey human-robot dialogue effectively. This has
a wide range of usage in intelligent identification and control systems as a natural way for
human-robot interaction. Common somatosensory devices including wear systems, such
as 3DSuit, data gloves, and optical movement capture systems such as Microsoft’s Kinect
somatosensory camera, have been widely employed to the HRI research studies.
The GMM is a commonly used clustering algorithm. It approximates the complex dis-
tribution. During the process, it first extracts a feature element of each unit in the sample,
then uses the GMM to cluster these features as an object, finally obtaining the segmen-
tation result. In [145], authors use continuous myoelectric signals to employ GMMs for
multiple limb motion classification. Early in the 19th century, scientists use a finite GM-
M whose parameters are estimated through the EM algorithm by estimating a probability
density function of human skin color [146]. The playback process of a robot includes
movement control and movement trajectory reproduction. Trajectory reproduction is em-
ployed when the encoded data are sent to regression techniques, such as GMR. Movement
control is the result of mapping robot motion trajectories. It is also the playback process
obtained from a demonstrator after the learning process. In addition, human-robot skill
transfer can be achieved optimally by programming with special characteristic methods,
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such as DMP [104].
With the objective of designing robots that can complete operational tasks, such as
grabbing objects in dynamic and complicated environments, robots require the ability to
overcome and avoid obstacles. For this purpose, the DMP method is used to model and
generalize the motion trajectory inside the environment with obstacles via combining the
specific planning algorithm with its generalization and stability. In [147], the DMP model
combined with the haptic based kinesthetic method is used to comprehend the trajectory
generation for the spherical impediment. In [148], the authors argue that the DMP can
be represented by defining a function approximator. The method calls for unique obstacle
records to calculate the repulsive pressure within the vicinity of the impediment. A GMM
is broadly used in pattern recognition and facts evaluation, whereas GMR is a widely-
used quantitative analysis approach. The GMM can clean the probability distribution of
arbitrary shapes. In [106] and [149], the authors develop a proposed GMM to represent
the nonlinear term, which is not required to manually specify the parameters of the basic
functions. However, most probability estimation methods are often not able to attain the
complete information. For example, though the sample would be known, the Gaussian
distribution is unknown. Hence, it is necessary to employ the Expectation - Maximization
algorithm (EM) solution.
Machine vision based detection and tracking have attracted wide attention. In [14], a
research team develops a method, wherein a Bayesian-based object tracking system with
the special focus on Microsoft Kinect devices intelligently schedules a network of multi-
ple RGBD sensors. A kinematics based skeletal tracking system using a Microsoft Kinect
sensor with an upper limb virtual reality rehabilitation system is investigated [19]. In [18],
a task tracking the fingertips and palm centre are developed using a Kinect sensor. Howev-
er, due to the unavoidable influence of camera resolution, lens distortion, the illumination
intensity of the surrounding environment and data transmission accuracy, the image itself
contains a lot of noise, which increases the complexity of image processing and feature
matching. In addition, the robot object is a complex time-varying dynamic system, and
there is strong coupling between their degrees of freedom. All these indicate that there
are still many unsolved problems in the research of robot visual areas, which need to be
further studied and discussed, and it is a very valuable subject.
DTW is a measurement of the similarity between two time series. Its usage in speech
recognition is to discover if two words constitute the same phrase. In the time collection,
the period of the two time series may not be identical, and the DTW calculates the simi-
larity between the two time collections by extending and shortening the time series [150].
In this thesis, the Baxter robot is used to test the proposed teaching method by being com-
manded to perform obstacle avoidance tasks after the DMP was applied. Then the KUKA
LBR robot is used to prove the achievement of our designed teaching method by drawing
curves in a horizontal flat paper programmed by recording a sequence of actions taught by
a human demonstrator. After that, the DTW and GMR are used to analyse and generalize
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Table 6.1: Model characters table using Denavit & Hartenberg’s Method [10]
LinkNumber θi di(m) ai(m) αi(rad)
1 θ1 0 0 pi/2
2 θ2 0 0 pi/2
3 θ3 d3 0 pi/2
4 θ4 0 0 pi/2
5 θ5 d5 0 pi/2
6 θ6 0 0 pi/2
7 θ7 0 l7 0
the recorded movements. This allows the robot to function as proposed and the validation
of our developed teaching interface has been illustrated.
6.2 The Enhanced Teaching Interface
In this section, we investigate the algorithms for teaching process, playback and the gen-
eralizing task, including the DMP, the GMR and the DTW.
6.2.1 Calculation of Arm Joint Angles
According to [8], a Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) featured system chart, as can be seen in
Fig.6.1, was created to represent the 7-DOF model of our human arm. The DH kinematic
parameters of the human arm are indexed in Tab.6.1. In step with the DH approach,
the outline of the coordinate frames transformation from body i to border i − 1 can be
calculated.
Figure 6.1: Human arm model and its DH coordinate frames [8]
The skeleton data of a human in 3-D positions can be obtained by using the Kinect
sensor, which consist of 25 joints and this is shown in the left side of Fig.6.2. The arm
model was made visible with a geometry model, which is shown on the right side of Fig.6.2
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of our previous work [8]. Next, the point Hip-Left is selected as the origin, at the same
time as x-axis is within the identical path of vector
−→
AO and y-axis is in conjunction with
vector
−−→





















X0 × −→Y0 (57)
Figure 6.2: Screenshot of the skeleton tracking system and the geometry model for human arm in joint space [8]
In our previous work [8], it was found that the plane COD and plane xOy form the
supplement angle θ1.
θ1 = pi− < −−→CO × −−→CD,−→CB × −−→CO > (58)
θ2 is the angle formed by vector
−−→






Similarly, the plane BCD and plane CDE form the angle θ3 as defined below [8]:
θ3 =<
−→







θ5 is the angle between plane CDE and DEH [8].
θ5 =<
−→
EC × −−→ED,−−→ED × −−→EH > (62)
Angle θ6 is formed by vector
−−→
ED and plane EFH [8].
θ6 = Π/2+ <
−−→
EH × −−→EG,−−→ED > (63)
However, the angle θ7 is difficult to calculate using the above method, which is the
yaw angle of the wrist [8]. Here we define a vector
−→
V which is in the plane of EFH and
perpendicular to
−−→




















Z7 × −→X7 (66)
So now the problem becomes to solve
−→
V [8]. We know that
−→
V is in the plane of EFH
and
−→





















By using the calculation above, every single joint angle can be obtained. However, two
things have to be adhered to ensure that the calculations are accurate:
(1) the left thumb must be in the same plane as the palm; (2) when the angular vectors
change from zero to pi, then further problems need to be addressed [8].
Those above seven angles and their preliminary positions are shown in Fig.6.1 in the
joint space. The proposed geometry vector technique is developed based on the precept of
cosine cost of two vectors proven in (62). Furthermore, the posture between two planes
may be calculated by giving them regular vector [8].
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6.2.2 Data Preprocessing
The DTW algorithm is based totally on the concept of dynamic programming, and it aims
to locate the shortest distance and highest quality matching path between two distinct
check samples and reference templates. Let us define the reference time collection as T ={
t1, t2, t3, · · · , ti, · · · , tL1
}
and the test sample as R =
{
r1, r2, r3, · · · , r j, · · · , rL2
}
, wherein ti
and r j denote the joint posture values of the time factors, L1 and L2 denote the vector
lengths. The space matrix D(i, j) has been illustrated from (87) in Section 5.2.1, when the
vectors T and R are nonlinearly matched.
In our research, the DTW approach was used to align the recorded patterns by giving a
warped characteristic, W =
{
w1,w2, · · · ,wp, · · · ,w(p)
}
, where w(p) = (ip, jp) is the match
factor [6]. Here the warped characteristic W is needed to decrease the gap between the






where d[w(p)] = d[Ti(p),R j(p)] describes the distance measure between the i(p)th feature
of the test sample vector and the j(p)th feature of the reference template vector, which is
usually characterized by a square measure defined as follows:
d[w(p)] = [Ti(p) − R j(p)]2 (71)
In order to align the two samples, we need to construct a matrix grid of m × n, the
matrix element (i, j) represents the distance d(Ti,R j) between the two points Ti and R j and
each matrix element (i, j) represents the alignment of points Ti and R j. DTW is aiming
to finding a path through several grid points that is representing the aligned points for the
two samples to be calculated. Here we firstly outline the minimum cumulative distance
among the 2 factors as DAcc(i, j), then we find that [6]:
DAcc(i, j) = d(Ti,R j) + min(qi,q j)[DAcc(qi, q j)] (72)
where (qi, q j) belongs to the set of all points within a certain path that exists between
points (1, 1) and (i, j). It can be seen from the above components that the minimal cumu-
lative distance of the factor (i, j) is related to not only the local distance d(Ti,R j) of the
eigenvalues Ti, R j, but also the minimal cumulative distance earlier than this point in the
coordinate system [6].
Hence we conclude that (i, j − 1), (i − 1, j) and (i − 1, j − 1) for any point c(p) = (i, j)
inside the coordinate system can reach the preceding point of c(p), so the selection of
the preceding factor only needs to align with the three above factors. According to the
equation below, we can calculate the equal DTW distance among the check pattern vector
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and the reference template vector, which is shown as follows:
D′ = DAcc(L1, L2). (73)
6.2.3 Trajectory Generation
The canonical system of DMP is an exponential differential equation given by:
τs s˙ = −αhs (74)
where τs > 0 is the temporal scaling factor, αh > 0 is the stability parameter and s is the
phase value varying from 0 to 1.
The transformation system is made up of two contents in Cartesian space: a spring
damping system and a nonlinear term (see Section 7 of Chapter 3). The transforma-
tion function f presents the complex nonlinear system, and it transforms the result of





where N is the number of GMM, ws ∈ R is the weight of l(s), l(s) are the variable values
of the normalized radial basis functions, which can be given as follows:
l(s) =
exp(−hi(s − ci)2)∑N
m=1 exp(−hm(s − cm)2)
(76)
where ci > 0 are the centers and hi > 0 are the widths of the Gaussian basis functions. N
is the number of the Gaussian functions.
After selecting the start line x0 and goal g of the canonical system s=0, and integrating
the canonical system, we are able to generate motion by the usage of the weight parameter
[151]. DMP is used here to obtain the nonlinear transformation characteristic f (s) through
skill transfer from the demonstrator. However, there is an issue in creating the transformed
system through the usage of more than one verified path. We, thereafter applied the GMM
to overcome the above problems.
The GMM is the estimation of the probability density distribution of the samples [152].
The estimated value is the weighted sum of numerous Gaussian models and every Gaus-
sian version represents a class [152]. In this thesis, the joint probability of the nonlinear
system, which is the teaching data encoded through GMM, and the records were recon-
structed via GMR to generalize the movement trajectory. For any degree of freedom, given
j teaching data factors ξ j =
{
f j, s j
}
, j ∈ R, where s j and f j had been defined in the DMP
segment, N is the number of records points contained in a single training, every teaching
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p(k)p(ξ j | k) (77)
where p(k) is the prior probability, p(ξ j | k) is the conditional probability distribution,
which follows the Gaussian distribution, and K is the number of Gaussian model distri-
bution. Thus, the whole set of teaching data can be expressed by the GMM as follows
[153]:
p(k) = pik (78)





(2pi)D |∑k| ∗ e−0.5(ξ j−µk)T
∑−1
k (ξ j−µk) (79)
where D is the dimension of the GMM encoding the teaching data. Here we use the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) method to obtain the value of K [154].









where L(ξ j) measures the model’s characterization of data, n(K) is the number of free
parameters of the model, which is a measure of the complexity of the model.
The GMM parameters need to be determined and are denoted as {pik, µk,∑k}. That is
the kth component of prior probability, expectations and variance, respectively. The EM
algorithm is used to estimate the GMM parameters, which are obtained by giving the
maximum similarity estimation of the parameters in the probability model, expectations
and variance, respectively.
The teaching data s j is used as the query point, and the corresponding spatial value f ′j























, and the conditional probability f j,k
satisfies the Gaussian distribution as given s j,k [153].
Then we have:























where we are able to calculate the variance
∑′
f and the average µ
′
f of the k
th GMM com-

















p(s j | k)∑K
i=1 p(s j | i)
(86)
where µ f ′ is the estimation acquired through the distribution of the expected conditions,
and f j is similar to the reconstruction of area values, known as µ f ′= f j′. The generalized
data of points ( f j′,s j) are not included in the teaching data, but encapsulates all the essential




generate a smooth and reliable motion trajectory, which results in the effective control of
the robot.
6.3 Experimental Studies
A Baxter robot and a KUKA LBR robot were used in our experiments to verify the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method. As for the experimental platform, the PC operation
system was Windows 10. There was also Kinect SDK for windows, Visual Studio 2013
and OpenCV library. The KUKA robot was programmed via Workbench, which is a com-
mon modifying platform combined with KUKA robot language (KRL) and Java. The
experiments were conducted in a well-lighted environment.
6.3.1 Obstacle Avoidance Experiment
Several tests were designed to test the performance of our designed system by controlling
the Baxter robot to navigate a high obstacle. One person, a demonstrator, stood two metres
in front of the Kinect sensor. The operator guided the Baxter robot to carry out its tasks
via teleoperation, as shown in Fig.6.3.
At the same time, those data of each joint of operator’s arm is recorded, which is used
for the playback of the Baxter robot. After that, we increase the height of the obstacle, it is
noticed that the Baxter is not able to pass the obstacle successfully. Hence, the DMP has
been employed to generalize the trajectory of the Baxter robot. By doing this, the Baxter
is finally able to pass through the obstacle successfully with the increasing height.
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(a) Obstacle avoidance by teleoperation with Baxter (b) Obstacle avoidance by playback
(c) Failed to pass the obstacle with increasing height (d) Succeeded to pass the obstacle with increasing height after
applying DMP
Figure 6.3: Illustration of the obstacle avoidance experiment
6.3.2 Trajectory Generalizing Experiment
For this experiment, we tested a KUKA LBR robot, using recorded data of movements
of a demonstrator saved locally and processed using MATLAB. The data generated by
the trajectories were sent to a separate computer and used to control the robot arm. A
marker pen was connected to draw patterns on a horizontal flat surface. A sine wave
was chosen as the reference trajectory for the demonstration, wherein the ability of the
designed technique is tested with complex shapes. During the experiment, we used a pre-
revealed template shaped on a sheet of A4 paper. Then, a human operator guided the
KUKA robot as shown in Fig.6.4. The movement of the robot endpoint was recorded
during the demonstration.
The five recorded trajectories in Cartesian space were saved and analysed using the
K-means method and EM algorithm to obtain the GMMs. The experimental trajectories
were plotted through MATLAB. After that, the DTW was used to align the 5 trajectories,
with the first curve selected as the reference to align all the other patterns. GMM was used
to encode the trajectories. In the end, the KUKA robot was able to reproduce a generalized
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Figure 6.4: The setup of the trajectory generalizing experiment
curve on the vertical surface.
6.3.3 Results
The first group of experiments aimed to verify the performance of the proposed DMP, in-
cluding the ability to generalize, i.e., spatial scaling, and the learning performance when
the demonstration is defective. In this experiment, the demonstration process used joints
s1, e0 and w2 fixed, and the angles of the joints s0, e1, w0 and w1 which are recorded
during the demonstration. Then the demonstration data are used for the training of the
modified DMP. The training result is shown in Fig.6.6. It can be seen from the graph that
the maximum and the minimum values of ShoulderPitch between the data from demon-
stration and playback, in some specific time point, differ by about 0.4 radians. This implies
that the range of the arm motion of the Baxter robot increased at about 0.4, leading to an
accurate motion. Here the theoretic explanation is that the ShoulderPitch joint angle de-
cides the maximum high that a robot can touch and we use the DMP generalization to
increase the moving range of this angle. The motion of joint ShoulderPitch is regenerated
from the demonstration, which synthesized the features of the demonstration and enabled
the robot to perform the obstacle passing task successfully as shown in Fig.6.3(d).
As shown on the left side of Fig.6.7, for the second experiment, five distinctly separate
curves were drawn horizontally. It can be concluded that the number of GMMs affected
the result trajectories. Hence, to achieve good performance of the generated trajectories,
the number of GMM components was pegged at 20. In addition, the optimal result tra-
jectory is shown on the right side of Fig.6.7. By using the GMR method, we transform
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(a) Alignment result between the first and the second curves (b) Alignment result between the first and the third curves
(c) Alignment result between the first and the forth curves (d) Alignment result between the first and the fifth curves
Figure 6.5: Illustration of the alignment using DTW
Figure 6.6: The learning and generalization result using the proposed DMP in an obstacle passing task
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the data retrieval problem of TbD into a joint distribution estimation problem, which is
approximated by a mixture of Gaussians. During the calculation, the key point of the
learning process was correlative to the number of points in the sample set of data linearly.
Here the prediction process relied on this number.
Figure 6.7: The demonstrated trajectories for the sine wave with GMM and the result
After that, we modified the DMP code to apply the spatial and temporal generalization.
The generalized curve was then drawn on a vertical flip chart pad by the playback process
of the KUKA robot, as shown in Fig.6.8. A smooth curve was retrieved from multiple
demonstrations using the modified DMP, where the playback process was achieved at 5
times the speed, proving the proposed temporal generalization. Future works would look
into using DMP segmentation for teaching by demonstration-based tasks.
Figure 6.8: Curve on a vertical surface obtained after spatial generalization using the modified DMP
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6.4 Conclusion
A GMR and DMP combined with DTW based TbD technology was developed in this the-
sis, which seeks an effective and superior method for humans to interact with robots. The
Kinect V2 sensor was used to teleoperate the Baxter robot for the accurate generation of
the motions. For the motion generation, the discrete DMP was selected as the basic mo-
tion model, which can achieve the generalization of the motions. To improve the learning
performance of the DMP model, the GMM and GMR were employed for the estimation
of the unknown function of the motion model. The DMP model was enabled to retrieve a
better motion from multiple demonstrations of a specific task. Two experiments have been
employed to test the performance of our designed teaching interface. The results verified
the effective generalization of the proposed methods. Compared to standard teaching ap-
proaches, the proposed teaching interface evaluated the DMP for multiple demonstrations
by combining with GMR after all the experimental data had been initially pre-processed
by DTW.
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7 Chapter Seven: Development of Writing Task Recombination Tech-
nology Based on DMP Segmentation via Verbal Command for Bax-
ter Robot
7.1 Introduction
Teaching by demonstration (TbD) technology is fast gaining ground in the field of robotic-
s. This is due to the advancement in the quick and efficient transfer of skills. With the aid
of human guides, robots are able to acquire the dexterity required to carry out tasks. This
mode of human-robot skill transfer has a number of advantages which include:
(1) TbD does not require a human instructor with expert skills and knowledge;
(2) human-robot skill transfer is achieved in a convenient and efficient manner;
(3) it effectively takes human factors such as flexibility and compliance into account [11].
These benefits facilitate task accomplishment [11]. Character-learning based on TbD
technology with trajectory matching is a highly-researched topic in imitation learning and
has received considerable attention in the past few decades. Conventional approaches
in this area constitute spline-based methods [155], dynamic system methods [156] and
probabilistic model methods [157]. The main advantage of robot learning is that it seeks
effective control strategies to complete complex motion tasks which are challenging to
attain through traditional methods.
Spline-based methods can generate trajectories quickly. However, they are time-dependent,
sensitive to interference, do not have the ability to adjust in real-time, and the calculations
need to be revised when new data is received. Dynamic system approaches that model
discrete and rhythmic motions, are not time-dependent, and they allow for real-time ad-
justments. It has topological equivalence and is often used as a dynamic movement for
high level characterization primitives, such as DMP [158] for the construction of complex
modified primitive libraries (complex motions consisting of simple motions represented
by a series of primitives). However, DMP is not suitable for direct encoding of com-
plex motions and requires more teaching information (position, speed and acceleration).
Probabilistic model methods, such as a hidden Markov model (HMM), GMM, dynam-
ic Bayesian network (DBN), are often used to match trajectory [31]. Probability models
have strong coding and noise-processing abilities, excellent robustness, which can deal
with high-dimensional problems. GMM, in particular, has a strong ability for encoding
and reproducing continuous complex trajectories. Compared to the DMP, it only need-
s space and position-based teaching information that enables it to be used for imitation
learning of complex motions.
The basic theory of GMM is that as long as the number of Gaussian mixtures is suffi-
ciently large, an arbitrary continuous distribution can be approximated by calculating the
weighted averages of the Gaussian mixtures with arbitrary precision. It is widely used
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Figure 7.1: Graphical representation of the overview of the proposed technology, modified from [9]
in trajectory generation for robot simulation learning and has a strong behavioural cod-
ing capability. For example, in the research [159], by training the teaching data to the
robot, learning GMM and stable estimation of the multi-dimensional dynamic system of
nonlinear motion are achieved. These cannot be only generalized to reach the unknown
position but can also be adjusted online in case of interference. In [160], the framework
of variance-based imitation learning is given in the task space, the motion is modelled by
using GMM, the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used to reconstruct the tra-
jectory, which is generated by using the GMR and the optimization evaluator realizes the
imitative learning. In [161] and [162], the authors employ a Gaussian process to establish
a random forward model to represent the motion to be simulated with the Kullback-Leibler
divergence as an indicator of imitative performance, to ensure effective learning of the data
through distribution prediction and to perform trajectory matching, and finally to achieve
motion simulation. Content-based retrieval methods have gained significance in motion-
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captured data retrieval [163]. During the data matching process, the start frame and the end
frame of the search condition sequence are first indexed into the library to select possible
alternative segments in the motion capture database, and finally a DTW method is used to
calculate the similarity to determine the final search results [164]. With the continued de-
velopments in robot research, it has come to be known that robot movement behaviour is
highly complex, and requires the robot’s learning ability to be more demanding. The tradi-
tional algorithms cannot achieve complex movements that are not obtained solely through
laws of movement, such as hitting the ball and a writing task [164]. Furthermore, robots
are required to have enhanced learning ability so that it can self-compensate, interact with
a random dynamic environment, and deal with sudden and unknown situations. However,
the existing methods are to predict the model in the finite time domain, and the global
stability of the system is difficult to prove.
Writing is a complex task with problems that include continuous complex trajectory
characterization and discrete trajectory generation. Some scholars have proposed a con-
trol chart model [165] and a recurrent neural network [166] to teach robots writing skills,
however, they fall short of fixing the problems. Though the control chart model can gen-
erate discrete trajectories, the ability to represent complex trajectories is not enough, and
the recurrent neural network can only be used for the reproduction of simple trajectories.
Owing to the above problems, a GMM-based teaching method is required that can achieve
complex trajectory characterization for acquiring writing skills.
The test of the imitation learning process in this thesis aims to encode the teaching
data through GMM, extract the behavior characteristics, and reconstruct the data through
GMR, so as to actualize the continuous Chinese character writing skills in trajectories.
This method, with the aid of the DMP, is found to effectively solve problems. Based on
the basic DMP, a multi-task extension is applied by teaching the robot every single unit
of the Chinese characters needed to achieve the regroup tasks after segmentation of tra-
jectories. The Baxter robot successfully learns the writing skills for scribbling Chinese
characters with a non-continuous trajectory through good coding ability and generaliza-
tion performance. The framework that has a basic TbD procedure is divided into four
phases: demonstration, segmentation, alignment and generalization [9]. The overview of
the framework is shown in Fig.7.1.
7.2 Methodology
In this section, we investigate the proposed teaching process method, playback and the
DMP segmentation-based regroup tasks, including the proposed DMP promoted by adding
GMM, after the preprocessing using DTW. Here we apply the DTW to match the similar-
ity between the character and the candidate domain, using the weighted distance in both
directions as the final distance.
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7.2.1 Data Preprocessing using DTW
DTW is an effective time series matching method and is widely used for time series pro-
cessing and signal processing [164]. Earlier applications were applied in areas such as
speech recognition. Given the first character sample C as the reference with a width M
and the second character sample Q to be aligned with a width N, the size of the reference
area is the approximate as the size of the character to be aligned, M ≈ N.
Assuming that the writing task is well-structured and continuous, for any two columns
where there is no cross-matching occurring in between, and each column can find another
to be matched with, continuous results were achieved. The restriction ensures that the
i− th column of the sample C and the j− th column of the sample Q have an accumulated
distance D(ci, q j), and it is only jointly determined by D(ci, q j−1), D(ci−1, q j), D(ci−1, q j−1)
and D(ci, q j), which is shown as follows [164]:





 + d(ci, q j) (87)
where both i, j > 1, d(ci, q j) is the distance function between two samples, and the distance
between element ci in column i in C and element q j in column j in Q, is defined by the
Euclidean distance defined as [164]:
d(ci, q j) = (ci − q j)2 (88)
Although there is a difference in writing between the same characters, this difference
should be kept within a small local area. Therefore, the global path must be constrained to
maintain the invariance of the local structure and accelerate the solution of the problem. It
is important to limit the spatial distance between the two columns ci and q j to be less than
r elements [167].
‖i − j‖ ≤ r (89)
r = dk ∗ seqLe (90)
where k is a constant coefficient and seqL is the length of the feature sequence.
Using the dynamic programming method can accelerate the solution of the horizontal
distance D(cM, qN). Since the feature sequence length of the sample Q to be aligned and
the feature sequence length of the reference domain are the almost the same, and it is
not necessary to normalize the accumulated distance D(cM, qN) by the sequence length
[167]. Note that the length and height of the characters (as the dis-aligned sample and
the reference sample) are inconsistent, we used the weighted two-way DTW algorithm
to calculate the final distance of two characters, the weight is the length of the sequence
itself:
dist(C,Q) = D(cN , qN) ∗ N + D(cM, qM) ∗ M (91)
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Finally, each reference sample C and the dis-aligned sample Q were arranged in as-
cending order from dist(C,Q) to obtain a list of candidate regions. Since each sample will
have several key points, the overlapping candidate fields need to be eliminated. According
to the obtained candidate sample list, for any single character inside, if there is an order
prior to, and if the overlapping area ratio exceeds the threshold (here we define it as 0.2),
it is eliminated. The final list is the result of the optimization.
7.2.2 Trajectory Generation
The basic idea underlying DMP is to use an easily understood dynamic system to achieve
the expression of motion trajectory [168]. The spring damping system is the simplest
instance, as shown in (2) of Chapter 3. Here we use a proportional coefficient to scale
the trajectory shape when the new target point is farther than the initial target point of the
teaching trajectory.
Equation (2) represents a transformation system. Every independent transformation
system refers to one degree of freedom, where f (s) is a nonlinear disturbance force and






τs s˙ = −as (93)
ϕi(s) = exp(−hi(s − ci)2) (94)
where ϕi is the Gaussian function, wherein ci is the center, hi is the width. By adjusting the
weight ωi, equation (92) can be used to express arbitrary shape trajectories. a is constant,
s is a phase parameter with the value from 1 monotonically converges to 0 [13]. We
can conclude that during the process, the external factors decrease as it nears the target
position g, which ensures the stability of the system to the goal. Equation (93) represents
a canonical system, which is used to realize the coupling between multiple transformation
systems, and is not directly dependent on time [13].
The policy parameter ωi can be commonly learned using supervised learning algo-
rithms such as locally weighted regression (LWR). To put it simply, in this thesis, we
obtain the weight via finding a proper parameter vector by minimizing the following er-
ror, where the ftarget can be obtained from the equation (2) from the Section 7 of Chapter
3. Combining equations (2) with (92), on the basis of least square method, this locally





( ftarget − f (s))2 (95)
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After selecting the starting point x0 and target g of the canonical system s=0, then inte-
grating the canonical system, we can generate a movement by using the weight parameter.
The principle of DMP is to obtain the nonlinear transformation function f (s) by learn-
ing from the movements of the demonstrator [13]. So far, the spatial value f (s) and the
temporal value s have been obtained. However, there is a limitation on the creation of
the transformed systems with multiple demonstrated paths, hence we have employed the
GMM to overcome the above issues.
The teaching data is acquired by the motion capture system, and the spatial coordinate
information of the end-effector of the teacher is obtained. First, dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques, such as principal component analysis, are used to perform data prepro-
cessing, and the three-dimensional data is mapped into two-dimensional space to obtain
two-dimensional data. Teaching data are inputted into the learning model during the data
encoding. In order to simplify the data processing steps, the emphasis is on the representa-
tion learning and generalization of the system. The two-dimensional teaching data of this
article α = {αs, αt} are obtained directly from the previous section, where we assume that
αs, αt, respectively, representing the spatial value and the temporal value of the teaching

















where K is the number of Gaussian functions. The larger the K value is, the better the
model can represent a complex situation; ωi, µi and
∑
i are the weights, mean values, and
covariance matrices of the i−th Gaussian distribution, which are required to be determined.
The EM algorithm is used to estimate the parameters of the GMM (ωi, µi and
∑
i), and
the parameters are learned by searching the parameters in the probability model [170]. The
EM algorithm is commonly employed to estimate the parameter with hidden variables.
The above is a maximum likelihood estimation problem. This algorithm continuously
improves the lower bound of the likelihood function and optimizes the parameters [170].
The training process is very sensitive to the initial value of parameters, which need to be
initialized by k-means clustering. After the parameters (ωi, µi and
∑
i) are determined, the
GMM model can be learned based on the data from demonstrations, and thus the skill is
encoded by the GMM model.
In this research work, GMR is used to reconstruct the teaching data via GMM learning,
by doing this, the generalized output is obtained. αt of teaching data is used as a searching



























, and the conditional probability of αs,i satisfies the
Gaussian distribution at the given αt,i, i [171]. Then we have


















and then the average µ′s and variance
∑′
s of the number i of GMM components can be


















n=1 p(αt | n)
(103)
where the mean µs′ is the required teaching data reconstruction value (µs′= αs′), and final-




′ can be obtained. The generalized data points are not included in the teach-
ing data, but they encapsulate all the essential features of the teaching behaviour. Under
the relevant constraint of
∑
s
′, smooth and reliable motion trajectories can be generated to
achieve effective control of the robot.
7.3 Experimental Studies
7.3.1 Experimental Setup
A Baxter robot is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. A marker pen
is attached to the gripper of the robot. The operator physically guides the Baxter to write
a Chinese character on a flat paper. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.7.2.
The experimental platform, Visual Studio 2013 and OpenCV library, are used within a
Windows 10 operation system. The experimental environment was indoor and adequate-
ly illuminated. During the teaching process, the operator demonstrated how to write the
Chinese character “Mu” five times. In doing this, we had four separate single primitives,
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Figure 7.2: The experimental setup for the Chinese character writing task. Step 1: across stroke; Step 2: vertical stroke;
Step 3: left-falling stroke; Step 4: right-falling stroke
which were generalized by DMP to regroup other Chinese words. There was a self-made
implementation running on a remote PC to control the recording and playback of the tra-
jectories of the Baxter robot. This was done by defining any text for the locally outputted
trajectory files. In addition, Dragon NaturallySpeaking was installed on the remote PC,
allowing transfer from voice to text signal, and the generation of robot motion control
commands via UDP.
The demonstration process is repeated five times with the joint W2 fixed, and the tra-
jectories of the joints S 0, E1, W0 and W1 with time were recorded. The demonstration data
was thereafter used to train the modified DMP. The parameters of the DMP model were
set as: τs = 1, K = 20, a = 8. The GMM has a strong trajectory coding ability for complex
tasks. This research used the JAVA based codes to acquire the writing data in the teach-
ing mode, applied the GMM-based imitative learning for writing skills, and obtained the
generalized output through the GMR, which was performed automatically by the Baxter
robot. Based on the operator’s demonstrated strokes, the second, third and fourth strokes
of the Chinese character “Mu” were chosen to be generalized.
7.3.2 Results and Analyses
The experimental trajectories were plotted using MATLAB. The five recorded movement
trajectories for each stroke were saved in Cartesian space, where the K-means method was
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(a) : The 5 demonstrated trajectories for the across stroke (b) : The result of trajectory for the across stroke using GMR
(c) : The 5 demonstrated trajectories for the vertical stroke (d) : The result of trajectory for the vertical stroke using
GMR
used to initial the analysed data. Thereafter, the EM algorithm was used to obtain the
GMMs. After which the DTW method was used to align the five recorded trajectories,
where the first curve was chosen as the reference to be aligned with others.
It can be seen from Fig.7.3 that b,d,f,h are GMR-reconstructed trajectories using MAT-
LAB and Fig.7.3a,c,e,g are the five demonstrated trajectories. Here we take the second
step to be spatially generalized, which is the across stroke. Using the GMM-based imita-
tive learning, the trajectory can be continuously used to write the Chinese character “Mu”.
The blue dotted line is the teaching trajectory by demonstration, the solid black line is the
generated trajectory and the red solid line is the generalized result after DMP and GMM
coding. Next, the first stroke and all the other generalized strokes are able to form a new
Chinese character “Bu” by using the verbal commands orderly as shown in Fig.7.4. The
demonstration process recorded the variable data of six joints S 0, S 1, E0, E1, W0 and W1.
The joint W2 was fixed to the value 0 and these data were used to train the modified DMP.
The training results are shown in Fig.7.5.
Obviously there are maximum and the minimum values of all the joints angles between
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(e) : The 5 demonstrated trajectories for the left-falling
stroke
(f) : The result of trajectory for the left-falling stroke using
GMR
(g) : The 5 demonstrated trajectories for the right-falling
stroke
(h) : The result of trajectory for the right-falling stroke using
GMR
Figure 7.3: The demonstrated and reconstructed trajectories of the “Mu” character strokes, the x axis represents x
direction and the y axis represents y direction
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Figure 7.4: The initial and generalized Chinese character
the demonstration and generalization. In some special time points, spaced about 0.04
radians apart (i.e. the range of the arm movement of the robot in those two situations
differs at about 0.04), could lead to different arm motions in two different positions. The
movement of joints S 0 to W1 is regenerated through the teaching process, which enabled
the robot to perform the Chinese character writing task successfully as shown in Fig.7.4,
and synthesizes the features of our proposed technology as well. As shown in Fig.7.3,
smooth curves are obtained from multiple demonstrations using the modified DMP. Hence,
the robot acquired the writing skill after the human demonstration.
7.4 Conclusion
A Chinese character recombination technology based on DMP segmentation using verbal
command for a Baxter robot is developed in this thesis. The technology performs well in
continuous writing of trajectories with generalizations. In the motion generation part, we
chose the discrete DMP as the basic motion model because it can generalize the motion
trajectories. To promote the learning efficiency of the DMP model, we employ the GMM
and GMR to estimate the unknown function of the model referring to the movement. With
this modification, the DMP model is able to create better movement (under the multiple
demonstrations based tasks). Through this method, the simultaneous encoding of multiple
teachings effectively reduces the influence of errors, which, in turn, improves the stability
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(a) : The value of angles for the initial vertical stroke
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(b) : The value of angles for the generalized vertical stroke
Figure 7.5: The comparison of the joints angles for the vertical stroke of the “Mu” character with or without DMP, the
x axis represents time (in seconds) and the y axis represents joint angles (in radians)
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of the system.
Our proposed method can be extended to achieve multi-task learning and improve the
system’s co-processing capabilities. For this purpose, Dragon NaturallySpeaking software
has been installed on the PC and provides an efficient voice interaction framework for TbD,
facilitating a higher-level robot learning.
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8 Chapter Eight: Conclusions
8.1 Summary of Contributions
The unprecedented advancement in modern technology has led to an ever-increasing de-
mand for the rapid development in robotic technology. The complexity of today’s robot
system and the complexity of the work environment influence a robot’s functioning in ex-
ecuting tasks and speeding performance. State-of-the-art, intelligent and controlled robots
that can function autonomously have not yet been developed. In terms of the autonomous,
safe and accurate control of robots that operate in complex environments there are still
major challenges to be overcome. This thesis has studied those challenges from the per-
spective of human-robot skill transfer. The main content of this thesis is the design of the
skill transfer method between industrial robots and human beings based on learning algo-
rithms. Industrial robots are working in unknown and complex environments. The design
of interactive control method needs to meet the requirements of high accuracy and safety.
This thesis first introduces the research status of industrial robots, then summarizes
and analyses the research status, advantages and disadvantages of human-robot interac-
tion control, machine learning methods and control methods in the field of robotics. In
this thesis, common problems in robot teaching and behaviour reproduction, such as safe-
ty, control accuracy, adaptability and self-expansion, are studied in depth. This thesis
studies the challenges of a human-robot skill transfer perspective. This has been done
via investigating a learning algorithm design validated on a NAO robot, Baxter robot and
KUKA LBR iiwa robot, respectively. The main contents of this research are summarized
as follows:
1. Chapter one provides an introduction to robotic research and a short discussion of
related publications;
2. Chapter two is a review of the literature related to the scope of the study. This
review covers literature on the development of industrial robotics, the relating human-
robot interaction, machine learning in robot areas and robot controller design;
3. Chapter three covers a discussion of robot platforms, equipment including the Kinect
sensor and the MYO armband and basic mathematical methodologies including the DMP,
GMM, GMR, DTW algorithms;
4. Chapter four illustrates a tracking system using a Kinect sensor to teleoperate with
a NAO Robot. The operator is able to move his head and arm in a natural way to interact
with the NAO robot, which imitates the operator’s actions in real-time;
5. Chapter five covers the investigation of a NN learning and KF based TbD technique
for a Baxter robot to further increase the accuracy of the teleoperation process by fusing the
data collected from the MYO armband and Kinect v2 sensor. The NN system is employed
to compensate for the uncertain dynamics that exist in the learning process.
6. In chapter six, an enhanced teaching interface for a robot using DMP and GMR is
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developed. A Baxter robot is commanded to go around obstacles set at different heights.
Thereafter, the KUKA LBR iiwa robot is used to draw curves in a horizontal plane with a
playback in a vertical pad at different speeds.
7. Chapter seven demonstrates a robot writing technology inspired by DMP based seg-
mentation and speech recognition. This involves the operator teaching the robot to write
a Chinese character via verbal commands and robot playback via spatial and temporal
generalization.
In addition, the novelties of this research project are as follows:
1. This thesis presents and designs a robot control system which integrates vision
technology and RBFNN approximation technology to solve the problem of remote control
for a robot manipulator. Finally, the method is employed on the Baxter robot platform.
2. Through the combination of DMP, GMR GMM and DTW algorithms, the robot has
the ability to self-adapt and generalize spatially/temporally, which greatly reduces the time
of teaching and training for robots, improves work efficiency. It is validated in the Baxter
and KUKA iiwa robots.
3. According to different working needs, different teaching methods have been de-
signed: for production of hazardous chemicals, the real-time remote teleoperation based
human-robot skill transfer has been applied; for those producing operations with high-
precision requirements, such as binding, cutting, the physical teaching by demonstration
method can be applied.
4. The transfer of human motor skills is not just one-way based, such as Chinese
writing tasks, human operators teach writing skills to robots, robots can still transfer the
same skills to humans in the learning stage, such as children, disabled people.
5. Combining voice interaction with human-robot skill transfer to achieve verbal com-
mands such that controlling the robot to complete specific tasks is more convenient.
8.2 Future Works
Although this thesis has achieved some research results in solving the problem of skill
transfer between humans and robots, there are still some aspects to be improved:
1. This research work was limited by the inability to carry it out in an actual problem-
solving situation even though there were three robots available. Hence, in the future, an
actual industrial application or task based the research will be further carried out.
2. In addition, the dynamic model provided is not reliable outside the workspace where
it was verified and tested. The controller developed in this work needs physical verification
to determine how it will deal with actual environmental disturbances.
3. There exists a chattering phenomenon in extracting human motion information in
visual technology. If the chattering signal is used as the input signal of the controller, it
will not only reduce the control performance of the system, but also cause mechanical wear
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and tear over time, which will lead to instability of the system. Therefore, it is necessary
to solve the problem of input signal jitter.
4. As suggested previously, there is a need for research on the practical uses to which
the different types of sensors and algorithms can be adopted. For example, the fuzzy logic
can be used for the sensor fusion instead of the KF.
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